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GENERAL CHARLES E. "CHUCK" YEAGER 
Brigadier General Charles E. (Chuck) Yeager is the Director of Aerospace Safety for the Air 
Force Inspection and Safety Center, a separate operating agency located at Norton Air Force Base, 
San Bernardino, California. The Center is a function of the Air Force Inspector General's office in 
the Pentagon. 
General Yeager became the Director on June 1, 1973 after having reported to the Center on 
March 16, 1973 from Islamabad, Pakistan where he had been the United States Defense 
Representative to the Pakistani government. 
The general has worldwide supervisory responsibility for the development and implementation 
of policies, standards, and procedures for Air Force flight, ground, missile, space, explosives, and 
system safety engineering programs. 
His directorate's mission is to help conserve the nation's aerospace resources by preventing and 
reducing accidents through global programs of safety education, accident investigation and analysis, 
human factors research, and safety inspections. 
He was born Febru?ry 13, 1923 in Myra, W. Va., and is a graduate of Hamlin, W. Va., High 
School. He enlisted in the Army Air Corps in September 1941, was accepted for pilot training under 
the flying sergeant program in July 1942, and received his pilot wings and appointment as a flight 
officer in March 1943 at Luke Field, Ariz. 
During World War II, General Meager distinguished himself in aerial combat over France and 
Germany during the years 1943-1945 by shooting down 13 enemy aircraft, five on one mission, 
including one of Germany's first jet fighters. On March 5, 1944 he was shot. down over 
German-occupied France but escaped capture when elements of the French Maquis helped him to 
reach the safety of the Spanish border. 
He returned to the United States in February 1945 to attend the instructor pilot course after 
which he served as an instructor pilot. In July 1945 he went to Wright Field, Ohio where he received 
his first taste of experimental flight test work. His assignment thee led to his selection as pilot of the 
nation's first research rocket aircraft, the Bell X-1 at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., where he 
served from 1949 to 
General Yeager made world history on October 14, 1947, when he became the first man to fly 
faster than the speed of sound. During his nine-year assignment as the nation's leading test pilot, he 
also became the first man to fly more than twice the speed of sound, flying the Bell X-IA on 
December 12, 1953. During 1952 he attended the Air Command and Staff School. 
He returned to Europe in October 1954 and became Commander of the 417th Fighter Squadron 
at Hahn Air Base, Germany in May 1955. He remained in that position when his squadron was 
reassigned to Toul-Rosieres Air Base, France in April 1956. 
Upon his return to the United States in September 1957, he was assigned to the 413th Fighter 
Wing at George Air Force Base, Calif., and in April 1958 became Commander of the 1st Fighter 
Squadron. In April 1958 he went with the 1st Tactical Fighter Squadron to Moron Air Base, Spain, 
where he remained until November 1958. He returned to George Air FGrce Base with the same unit 
which was later redesignated the 306th TacticafFighter Squadron. 
General Yeager was graduated from the Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., in June 
1961 and became Commandant of the Aerospace Research Pilot School, where all military 
astronauts are trained, in July 1962. 
In July 1966 he assum~d command of the 405th Fighter Wing at Clark Air Base Republic of the 
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Philippines. While Commander of the 405th Fighter Wing he flew 127 missions in South Vietnam.
General Yeager assumed command of the 4th Tactical. Fighter Wing at Seymour Johnson Air 
Force Base, N. C., in February 1968 and went with the wing to Korea during the Pueblo crisis. In 
July 1969 he became Vice Commander, Seventeenth Air Force, with headquarters at Ramstein Air 
Base, Germany.
In 1971-73 he was posted as an advisor to the Pakistan Air Force at the behest of Ambassador 
Joe Farland.
In March of 1973 as USAF Director of Aerospace Safety at Norton AFB, CA.
On 25 February 1975, he returned to Edwards AFB for his last official active duty flight in an 
F-4C Phantom II. He retired 28 Feb 1975 as a Brigadier General.
In 2004, Congress voted to authorize the President to promote Yeager to the rank of major
general on the retired list. In 2005, President George W. Bush granted the promotion of Yeager.
His military decorations include the Distinguished Service Medal, Silver Star with one oak leaf 
cluster (OLC), Legion of Merit with one OLC, Distinguished Flying Cross with two OLCs, Bronze 
Star Medal with "V" device, Air Medal with 10 OLCs, Air Force Commendation Medal, and Purple 
Heart. He is a command pilot and has flown more than 10,000 hours in 155 different types of 
military aircraft.
He was awarded the MacKay Trophy in 1948, the Collier Trophy in 1948, and the Harmon 
International Trophy in 1954.
General Yeager was awarded an honorary doctor of science degree from West Virginia 
University in 1948 and an honorary doctor of science degree from Marshall University of 
Huntington, W. Va., in 1969.
General Yeager was married to Glennis Faye Dickhouse of Grass Valley, Calif.They have two 
sons, Donald C. and Michael D., and two daughters, Mrs. Sharon C. (Steven) Wren and Susan F. 
Yeager. Glennis Yeager died in 1990.
General Yeager married Victoria Scott D’Angelo in August 2003.
PERSONAL FACT SHEET 
Personal Data
Born - Feb. 13,1923, Myra, W. Va., son of Albert Hal Yeager and Susie Mae Sizemore.
Married - Feb. 26, 1945 - Glennis Faye Dickhouse - died, Dec. 22, 1990.
Children - Donald, Michael, Sharon and Susan.
Married - Aug. 2003 - Victoria Scott D’Angelo
Hometown - Hamlin, W. Va.
Education
Graduate, Hamlin High School, W. Va., 1941.
Graduate, Pilot Training School, Luke Field, Ariz., 1943.






























Air Command and Staff School, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 1952. 
Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 1961.
Military Service 
Sept 1941
Mar 1943 - July 1945 
July 1945 - Oct 1954
Oct 1954-Apr 1956
Apr 1956 - Sept 1957 
Sept 1957-Oct 1957 
Oct 1957-Apr 1958 
Apr 1958 -July 1958 
July 1958 -Nov 1958 
Nov 1958 -Mar 1959
Aug 1960 - June 1961 
June 1961 - July 1962 
July 1962 - July 1966
July 1966-Feb 1968
Feb 1968 -July 1969 
June 1969 - Jan 1971 
Jan 1971 - Jan 1973
Mar 1973 - May 1973
Mar 1943 Enlisted crew ch., Victorville, Calif.; later, aviation 
stu., Luke Field, Ariz.
Ftr. Pit., ETO.
Experimental flight test pilot and asst. ch. of flight test ops. 
laboratory, Wright Field, Ohio, and Edwards AFB, Calif. 
Staff Plans Off, Ops. Off., Ftr. Div.; later Comdr., 417th Ftr. 
Bomb. Sq., Hahn AB, Germany.
Comdr., 417th Ftr. Bomb. Sq., Toul-Rosieres AB, France. 
Asst. Ops. Off., 413th Ftr. Day Gp., George AFB, Calif 
Ops. Staff Off., Hq. 413th Ftr. Day Wg., George AFB, Calif 
Comdr., 1st Tac. Ftr. Sq., George AFB, Calif 
Comdr., 1st Tac. Ftr. Sq., Moron AB, Spain.
Comdr., 1st Tac. Ftr. Sq., George AFB, Calif 11. Mar 1959 
- July 1960 Comdr., 306th Tac. Ftr. Sq., George AFB, Calif
Stu., Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala.
Dep. Dir:, Dir. of Flight Testing, Edwards AFB, Calif
Comdt., Aerospace Research Pit. School, Hq. Air Force
Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif
Comdr., 405th Ftr. Wg., Clark AB, Republic o f the
Philippines.
Comdr., 4th Tac. Ftr. Wg., Seymour Johnson AFB, N.C.
Vice Comdr., 17th AF, Ramstein AB; Germany.
U.S. Defense Representative to Pakistan, Islamabad,
Pakistan.
Special Asst, to the Comdr., Air Force Inspection and Safety
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Jun 1973 -Feb 1975 Dir. of Aerospace Safety, AFISC, Norton AFB, Calif.
Decorations and Service Awards
Air Force Distinguished Service Medal 
Silver Star w/1 oak leaf cluster 
Legion of Merit w/1 oak leaf cluster 
Distinguished Flying Cross w/2 oak leaf clusters 
Bronze Star Medal with V device 
Purple Heart
Air Medal w/10 oak, leaf clusters 
Air Force Commendation Medal 
Distinguished Unit Citation Emblem w/1 oak leaf cluster 
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award Ribbon 
American Defense Service Medal 
American Campaign Medal
European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign Medal
World War. II Victory Medal
Army of Occupation Medal (Germany)
National Defense Service Medal w/1 service star 
Armed Forces Expeditionary-Medal 
Vietnam Service Medal w/2 service stars
Air Force Longevity Service Award Ribbon w/5 oak leaf clusters 
Small Arms Expert Marksmanship Ribbon 
Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal
Effective Dates of Promotion
Grade Temnorarv Permanent
Fit Officer M ario, 1943
2nd Lt Jul 6, 1944 Jul 6,1944
1st Lt Sep 4, 1944 Jul 6, 1947
Capt Oct 24, 1944 Jul 6,1951
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Mar 22, 1956 
Mar 20, 1961 
Aug 1, 1969
Aug 1, 1964 
Sep 20,1967 
Aug 11, 1969 
2005
(Based on: “Biography, United States Air Force, Brigadier General Charles E. Yeager,” current as 
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Box 1 CHUCK YEAGER AND GLENNIS YEAGER PERSONAL FILES
Contains items of a personal nature, including biographical sketches, passports. Chuck 
Yeager’s retirement, employment and annotated wall calendars.
Chuck Yeager Personal Items
Fd 1 Notebook (diary entries & notes) ca. 1980
Fd2 Biography - Fact Sheet, 1968
Fd3 Biography - To Rank of Major, 1954-1955
Fd4 Biography - To Rank of Colonel, 1966
Fd5 Biography - To Rank of Brigadier General, 1973
Fd6 Biography - Miscellaneous Articles
Fd7 Yeager family Genealogy




FdlO Foreign Driving Permits
F d l l Vaccination Certificates
Fdl2 Life Insurance
Fd 13 Lecture Contract, 1979
Fd 14 Retirement Invitation Letters, 1975
Fd 15 Retirement Ceremony 1975
Glennis Yeager Personal Items
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fdl7 Employment Records, 1945,1973
Fds 18-22 Red Cross Volunteer Records, 1944, 1967-68
Fds 23-24 Commission on Population Growth, 1972
Fds 25-26 Library/Information Distribution Service, 1972-1973
Fd 27 Passports
Box 2 CHUCK YEAGER AND GLENNIS YEAGER PERSONAL FILES (continued)
Wall Calendars 










Fd 11 Calendar, 1970
Box 3 CHUCK YEAGER AND GLENNIS YEAGER PERSONAL FILES (continued)
Wall Calendars 
F d l Calendar, 1971
Fd2 Calendar, 1972
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Fd 10 Calendar, 1985
Box 4 CHUCK YEAGER MILITARY CAREER PAPERS
Fd 1 World War II Reports
Escape and Evasion Report 21 May 1944.
Debriefing of FO Yeager, shot down over France 5 March 1944, 
rescued by Maquis (French Underground), journey to Spain. 
Copied from the National Archives and Records Administration, 
Record Group 332, Records of US Theater of World War II, 
ETO-7707, MIS-X, Box 21, folder 660.
Missing Air Crew Report.
Report filed on FO Yeager. Copied from NARA, Record Group 
92, MACR 2788.
Encounter Reports.
Narratives of encounters with enemy planes. NARA. Record 
Group 18, AAF Mission Reports. Box 1164
Fd 2 World War II Medals, 1947
Fd 3 Bell XS-1 and Bell XIA flights by Yeager, 1947-1953
List of dates of flights with first MACH 1.0 flight and MACH 2.5 
noted. (2 copies)
Fd4 Bell XI, 1947
Publicity photo Bell XS 1, abstract of proposed paper for 
presentation at Society of Experimental Test Pilots, 1975, 
“The operation of the XS 1 Airplane”, blue print for 
pneumatic system schematic; graph-horizon Ref for tank
- 11-
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location, proposed flight plan for the XF 92A airplane
USAF # 6682, report of 9̂ ’’ powered flight of 14 minutes, 
14 October 1947.
USAF Inspection and Safety Center 1973.
Norton AFB, Civilian Manpower Authorization Policy 
and control of Civilian Positions. AFISCR 26-6.
Certification of flight record, 1973
Thunderbird Accidents, 1956-1973
SAF/OIL Calendar of Events, 1974
Active duty Air Force General Officers, 1974
Individual Flight Record, 1974
Congressional Hearing Resume Aviation Safety, 1974
Aerospace Research Pilot School, 1975
Some paper work on the school and list of candidates for NASA, 
paper work on Edward Joseph Dwight Jr. to attend Aerospace 
Research Pilot School, Yeager Commandant at the time.
Houghton and Usery V. McDonnell Douglas Corporation 1975-76, 
Court Case 1975-76, Age Discrimination, Phillip W. Houghton.
Authorization to be pilot-in-command-experimental aircraft 1980-82.
5 copies of 27 May 1982 letter. Aerospace Vehicle Flight Data 
Documents 1980-1982, photo of a plane in flight
Flight Manual, USAF Series, F-15 A/B Aircraft, Block 7 and up. D 15 
Novl978 change 3-15 Sept 1979
Flight Manual, USAF Series F-15 A/B Aircraft, Block 7 and Up, 15 
November 1980, Change 1-3, April 1981.
Interim Operational/Safety Supplements, F-15’s, 1980-1981 Edwards 
AFB
F-15 System Safety Program
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THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Fdl9 417'*̂  F.B.S., F-86-H Gunnery, 10 July 1956, Handbook.
Fd 20 Computer Air Navigation, T. A. S., MACH no.. Time and Distance 
Supersonic, Type D-5
Wheel for calculating true air speed, temperature and MACH 
number.
Fd21 Pay Records, 1964-1969
Fd 22 Pay Records, 1969-1971
Box 5 MILITARY CAREER (continued)
F d l Change of Station Requests, dependent travel and TD Y, 1967-1972
Fd2 Miscellaneous military records
Fd3 Distinguished Service Medal, 1954
Fd4 Legion of Merit Award, 1973
Fd5 Flight Planes, Pilot Reports, XS-1, 1975
Fd6 World War II Reports
Loose book # 1: Flight Guide, airport and frequency manual, Vol. II; Central and
Eastern United States, 1964.
Loose book # 2: “Gen Chuck Yeager” [an address book]
Box 6 AUDIO TAPES TRANSCRIPTS AND ORAL HISTORIES TRANSCRIPTS
Copies of transcripts of interviews with Chuck Yeager and Glennis Yeager.
Fds M 2 Transcripts of the Nightingale-Conant’s audio program, 1986
Fdl3 Transcript of Interview with Chuck Yeager, U.S. Air Force Oral History 
Interview, 1980.
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THE INVENTORY ~  BOXED FILES
Fdl5 Transcript of Interview with Glennis Yeager, U.S. Air Force Oral History
Interview, 1980.
Fdl6 Transcript of Interview with Chuck Yeager, Oral History research Office, 
Columbia University, 1961.
PRESIDENTS AND NOTABLE PERSONS
Mostly photos, letters, and invitations.
Fdl7 Hany S. Truman
Fd 18 Dwight D. Eisenhower
Fdl9 Richard M. Nixon
Fd 20 Ronald Reagan
Fd21 George H. W. Bush
Fd 22 Gerald Ford
Fd 23 Hubert Humphrey
Box 7 BUSINESS VENTURES
Contains materials about Chuck Yeager’s business activities, including 
consulting work and product endorsements.
F d l “Chuck’s Deals”
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd 9 Northrop - Defensive Investigative Services, 1983-1986
Fd 10 Skyways Aircraft Service, 1979
Fd 11 McDonald Douglas Corp., 1981-1985
Fd 12 Lear-Sieglar Aerospace Group, 1982
Fd 13 Southwest Airlines - Spirit of Kitty Hawk, 1985
Fd 14 Home Federal Savings, 1985
Fd 15 Budweiser Rocket, 1979
Fd 16 Cutty Sark, 1982
Box 8 BUSINESS VENTURES (continued)
Fd 1 The Cockpit Catalog, 1983
Fd2 ACDelco, 1983
Fd 3 Dahlberg Electronics, Inc. - Miracle Ear, 1984
Fd 4 Piper Aircraft Corporation, 1984
Fd 5 Demois Flying Service, 1986
Fd 6 Bob Allen Catalog, 1986
Jacqueline Cochran / Floyd Odium Papers
Contains materials concerning Jacqueline Cochran Odium and her husband 
Floyd Odium, as well as papers concerning their estate, principally the Odium 
Ranch.
Fd 7 Jacqueline Cochran Letters, 1974
Fd 8 Jacqueline Cochran, Federation Aeronautique Internationale, 1950
Fd 9 Jacqueline Cochran Memorial Service, 1980
Fd 10 Jacqueline Cochran Odium / Floyd Oldum Estate
-15-
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd 11 Jacqueline Cochran Odium / Floyd Oldum Estate Inventory, 1979
Fds 12-16 Jacqueline Cochran Odium / Floyd Oldum Estate, 1976-1981
Fd 17 Jacqueline Cochran Odium / Floyd Oldum Estate, Final, 1982
Box 9 WRITINGS AND SPEECHES
Contains copies of Chuck Yeager’s speeches and writings (both published and
Speeches
F d l






Fd6 Statement before the House Subcommittee on Transportation, 1983
Writings (Arranged chronologically)
Copies of Chuck Yeager’s writings, including unpublished materials, as well
Fd7
as published items, and his autobiography written with Leo Janos.
“The Flight Evaluation of the French Dassault 450,” ms., undated.
Fd8 “Flying the B-45 Jet Bomber,” ms., undated.
Fd9 “I Flew Faster Than Sound,” This Week (August 1948).
Fd 10 “Supersonics,” Edwards Air Force Base, Test Engineering Branch, ma. 
1950.
Fd 11 “Staff Study,” USAF Air University, Command & Staff School, 1952
Fd 12 “Antarctica,” War College, Individual Problem, ms. 1960
Fd 13 “7 Hour Day,” Airman, Nov. 1960, pp. 16-18.
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“Training of Potential Astronauts,” American Society o f  M echanical 
Engineers, Paper No. 63~AGHT-93., 1963.
“Safety ‘73,” Aerospace Safety, April 1974.
“High Speed Test Flying,” Journal o f  the Royal Aeronautical Society, 
Dec. 1966, pp. 785-798.
“Thoughts on Safety,” Aerospace Safety, Jan. 1975.
Contract for “Ace Charles E. Yeager,” 1978
“Flying Jet Aircraft and Bell SX-1,” mss., 1979.
“World famous West Virginian Describes High Sierra Angling,” 
Wonderful West Virginia, May 1980, pp. 2-7.
“The Light Stuff,” Penthouse Magazine, Nov. 1982, pp. 152-158, 224.
“Introduction,” Mark Meyer and Chuck Yeager, Wings (Thomason 
Grant, 1984), pp. 15-20.
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “American Hero,” Playboy, July 1985, pp. 
112,118, 166-176.
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “American Hero,” Playboy (Final Cut 
1985)
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos “American Hero,” Playboy, July 1985, pp. 
12+. (Offprints).
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos “American Hero,” Playboy, July 1985, pp. 
112+. (Off prints cont.).
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Sky-High over America,” Family Weekly, 
July 7, 1985, pp. 4-5.
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, Yeager: An Autobiography, (selection), 
Literary Cavalcade, Dec. 1985, pp. 4-7.
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Box 10 WRITINGS AND SPEECHES (continued)
Fdl Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, Yeager: An Autobiography, Book reviews, 
1985.
Fd2 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, Yeager: An Autobiography. John Leahy 
response, 1984.
Fd3 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Why I Get High Over America,” Family 
Weekly, July 7,1985, pp. 4-5.
Fd4 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Yeager: An Autobiography,” R eader’s 
Digest Galley Proofs 1985
Fd5 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Yeager: An American Hero,” R eader’s 
Digest, November 1985, pp. 206-248.
Fd6 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Yeager: An Autobiography,” 
Cosmopolitan, December 1985, pp. 259-264.
Fd7 Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, “Words to Grow on,” Guideposts, January 
1986, p. 32.
Fd8 The Yeager Tapes, listing in Fast Forward (1986)
Fd9 “The Yeager Story I,” mss. 1986.
Fd 10 “The Yeager Story II,” mss. 1986.
Fd 11 “The Yeager Story, m,” mss. 1986.
Fd 12 Book and Magazine Contracts, Etc
B kl Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos, Yeager: An Autobiography (Japanese 
translation), 1985.
Box 11 AWARDS, HONORS AND PROGRAMS
F dl Hallmark Hall of Fame, 1951
Fd2 West Virginia Turnpike Dedication Program, 1954, Yeager Bridge
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd4 Harmon Trophy, 1954
Fd5 Time Magazine 40‘̂  Anniversary, 1963
Fd6 North American Winter Festival, 1966
Fd7 International Aerospace Hall of Fame, 1972
Fd8 American Fighter Ace Association, 1973, with Roster
Fd9 Order of the Daedaians, 1973
FdlO Aviation Hall of Fame, 1973
F d l l Robert!. Collier Trophy, 1974
Fdl2 China-Burma-India Veterans Association Reunion, 2T’ Annual, 1974
Fdl3 Banquet of the Golden Plate, American Academy of Achievement, 1974
Fd 14 National Congress of Aerospace Education, 1974
Fd 15 Congressional Silver Medal of Honor, 1974-76, to and from Jacqueline 
Cochran
Fd 16 Congressional Silver Medal of Honor, Drawing of medal
Fd 17 Congressional Silver Medal of Honor, clippings
Box 12 AWARDS, HONORS AND PROGRAMS (continued)
Fd I Medal of Honor, 1974, status of package
Fd2 Congressional Medal of Honor, Correspondence, 1974
Fd3 Congressional Silver Medal, 1976, pictures, negatives, programs
Fd4 West Virginian of the Year. Charleston Gazette, 1977
Fd5 Aerospace Museum and Hall of Fame Recovery Fund, 1978
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd7 Air Force Ball, 1979
Fd8 Reedley Airport Salute to Reedley Aviation Night, 1979
Fd9 Boyd Hall Dedication, 1979
Fd 10 Air Force Ball, 1980
Fd 11 Dedication of the Jackie L. Ridley Mission Control Center, 1980
Fd 12 Nevada Air National Guard, 35̂ ’’ Anniversary, 1981
Fd 13 Air Command and Staff College, Class of 1982
Fd 14 The Falcon Foundation Award, 1982
Fd 15 35*'̂  Anniversary of the Bell XI flight, 1982
Fd 16 Visit of BG Charles Yeager to the Air Force, Republic of China, 1983
Fdl7 This is Your Life, script, 1983
Fd 18 16‘*' National Congress of Aerospace Education, 1983
Fdl9 University of Charleston [WV] Commencement, 1983
Fd 20 Fliers Wall Ceremony, 1984
Fd21 6^ Annual Howard R. Hughes Memorial Awards Banquet, 1984
Box 13 AWARDS, HONORS AND PROGRAMS (continued)
F d l Aerospace Education Association, 1984
Fd2 Kanawha County Public Library, 1984
Fd3 American Academy of Achievement, 1984
Fd4 Theodore Roosevelt Distinguished Service Medal, 1985
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International Aerospace Hall of Fame, 1985 
Feather River Railroad Days, 1985
Theodore Roosevelt Association Journal, Distinguished Service Awards 
Dinner, 1985
Yeager Airport Dedication, 1985, program and pictures
Center for Aerospace Education, 1985
Boy Scouts of America Distinguished Citizens Dinner, 1985
Howard Kaslow Greatest Military Heroes of America, 1986
Indianapolis 500 Race, 1984
American Chief of Police Hall of Fame, 1986
Air Safety Medal, 1986
Arthur Anderson, 1986
Aviation/Space Writers Association, 1986
Sunkist Fiesta Bowl Festival 1986-87
Annual Military Ball
National Aviation Hall of Fame
Bier Uber Alles Luftwaffe
Dryden Flight Research Center
Annual California Pines Three Shot Honker Hunt, 1977, 1979, 1982 
1949 National Air Racing
Golden Anniversary Celebration, USAF Association, 1957 
Presidential Medal of Freedom, 1985
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THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Fd27 Certificates
Box 14 AWARDS, HONORS AND PROGRAMS (continued)
F d l Memorabilia
Fd2 Programs
Fd3 Business cards
Fd4 One-liners, USAF, for 35'  ̂Anniversary
Fd5 Poncho’s Rodeo
Fd6 Crew of STS 511 Autographed Brochure
Fd7 Air Force Ball, 1980
Fd8 Society of Experimental Test Pilots
Fd9 Bronze Star Buddies
FdlO American Aviation Historical Society, 1972
Fd 11 Air Force Art Collection!
CORRESPONDENCE
Fd 12 Correspondence, 1947




Fd 17 Correspondence, 1960’s
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd 19 Correspondence, 1970
Fd 20 Correspondence, 1971
Fd21 ODRP Islamabad, Pakistan, Correspondence, 1971
Fd 22 Pakistan, Correspondence, 1972
Fd 23 Correspondence, 1973
Fd 24 Letters penned by Yeager, 1973-74
Fd 25 Correspondence, 1973
Box 15 CORRESPONDENCE (continued)
Fd 1 Correspondence, 1974
Fd2 Thank you letters, 1974
Fd3 Correspondence, 1975-1977






Fd 10 Correspondence, 1980’s
Fd 11 Correspondence, 1980’s
Fd 12 Correspondence, 1986
Fd 13 Tony Gegeckas, 1986
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THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Fd 14 Other Correspondence
Fd 15 Correspondence without dates
Fd 16 Various letters with inscriptions from other folders
Fd 17 Invitations accepted, 1973-1974
Fd 18 Invitations declined
Box 16 CORRESPONDENCE (continued)
Fd 1 Photo requests, 1973, dated and undated
Fd 2 Autograph requests, January 1974
Fd 3 Autograph requests, February 1974
Fd 4 Autograph requests, March 1974
Fd 5 Autograph requests, April, 1974
Fd 6 Autograph requests, July, 1974
Fd 7 Autograph requests, August 1974
Fd 8 Autograph requests, September-October, 1974
Fd 9 Autograph requests, 1975
Fd 10 Autograph requests, 1982
Fd 11 Autograph requests, 1984
Fd 12 Art Doane
Fd 13 Ruth Russell
Fdl4 William J. “Bill” Reynolds






Other Co respondence 
 Co respondence without dates 
Various le ters with inscriptions fro  other folders 
Invitations accepted, 1973-1974 







Autograph requests, July, 1974 
Autograph requests, ust 974 
Autograph requests, Septe ber- ctober, 1974 
Autograph requests, 1975 
Autograph requests, 1982 
Autograph requests, 1984 
Art Doane 
Ruth Ru se l 
i liam J. "Bi l" Reynolds 
YEA ER: AN AU BI RA HYLETT '  
THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Contains letters about the book, including requests for autographs; donations requests; 
and thank you letters.
Fd 15 Book Letters, January - June 1985
Fds 16-17 Book Letters, July 1985
Fds 18-19 Book Letters, August 1985
Fds 20-21 Book Letters, September 1985
Fds 22-23 Book Letters, October 1985
Fds 24-25 Book Letters, November 1985
Box 17 CORRESPONDENCE - YEAGER: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY LETTERS, 1985-1986
(continued)
Fds 1-2 Book Letters, December 1985
Fds 3-4 Book Letters, 1985
Fd5 Donation Requests, 1985
Fd6 Thank You Letters, 1985
Fds 7-8 Book Letters, January 1986
Fds 9-10 Book Letters, February 1986
Fds 11-12 Book Letters, March 1986
Fds 13-14 Book Letters, April 1986
Fds 15-16 Book Letters, May 1986
Fds 17-18 Book Letters, June 1986


























   










THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Fds 1-2 Book Letters, July 1986
Fds 3-4 Book Letters, August 1986
Fds 5-6 Book Letters, September 1986
Fds 7-8 Book Letters, October 1986
Fds 9-10 Book Letters, November 1986
Fd 11 Book Letters, December 1986
Fds 12-15 Book Letters, 1986
Fd 16 Donation Requests, 1986
Fd 17 Than You Letters, 1986
Box 19 “SCRAPBOOK” ITEMS AND PHOTO ALBUMS
Contains scrapbooks, as well as folders labeled “Scrapbook Items” that included 
materials gathered for future scrapbooks, but never placed in actual scrapbooks, and 
photo albums given to Chuck Yeager
F d l Scrapbook Items, 1940s-1950s
Fd2 Scrapbook Items, 1963-1965
Fd3 Scrapbook Items, 1967
Fd4 Scrapbook Items, 1968
Fd5 Scrapbook Items, 1969
Fd6 Scrapbook Items, 1970
Fd7 Scrapbook Items, 1971
Fd8 Scrapbook Items, 1972
Fd9 Scrapbook Items, 1973
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Fd 11 Scrapbook Items, 1975
Fdl2 Scrapbook Items, 1976
Fd 13 Scrapbook Items, 1977
Fd 14 Scrapbook Items, 1978-1979
Fd 15 Scrapbook Items, 1980s
Fdl6 Scrapbook Items, Undated
Fd 17 David Bernard Air Safety Medal Award, 1986 (Photo Book)
B kl Nevada Air National Guard, “Air Guard Appreciation Night,” 1983 
(Photo Album)
Box 20 “SCRAPBOOK” ITEMS AND PHOTO ALBUMS (continued)
B k l Chuck Yeager’s 60th Birthday Celebration, 1983 (Scrapbook/Photo 
Album)
Fdl Chuck Yeager’s 60th Birthday Celebration, 1983 (Extra Photographs)
Bk2 N. W. Ayer, Inc., 1986 (Photo Album)
Bk3 The Final Air Force Flight (Photo Album)
Box 21 NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
Fd 1 Newspaper clippings, 1940’s and 1950’s
Fd2 Newspaper clippings, 1945-1948
Fd3 Newspaper clippings, 1950
Fd4 Newspaper clippings, 1952
Fd5 Newspaper clippings, 1953
Fd6 Newspaper clippings, 1954
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F dl3  
Fd 14 
F d l5  













Newspaper clippings, 1955 
Newspaper clippings, 1956 
Newspaper clippings, 1957 
Newspaper clippings, 1958 
Newspaper clippings, 1959 
Newspaper clippings, 1961 
Newspaper clippings, 1962 
Newspaper clippings, 1963 
Newspaper clippings, 1964 
Newspaper clippings, 1965 
Newspaper clippings, 1967 
Newspaper clippings, 1969 
Newspaper clippings, 1970 
Newspaper clippings, 1972 
Newspaper clippings, 1973 
Newspaper clippings, 1974 
Newspaper clippings, 1975
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Fd 29 Newspaper clippings, 1979
Fd30 Newspaper clippings, 1980
Fd31 Newspaper clippings, 1981
Fd 32 Newspaper clippings, 1982
Box 22 NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS (continued)
F d l Photocopied newspaper clippings from Tiger Shark Anniversary, 1982
Fd2 Newspaper clippings, 1983
Fd3 Newspaper clippings, 1983
Fd4 Newspaper clippings, 1983
Fd5 Newspaper clippings, 1983
Fd6 Newspaper clippings, 1984
Fd7 Newspaper clippings, 1985
Fd8 Newspaper clippings, 1985
Fd9 Newspaper clippings, 1985
Box 23 NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS; CONGRESSIONAL RECORD EXTRACTS
F dl Newspaper clippings, 1985
Fd2 Newspaper clippings, 1985
Fd3 Newspaper clippings, 1986
Fd4 Newspaper articles, date undetermined
Fd5 Yeager: An Autobiography clippings
















































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES 
News Releases 1969, 1970, 1973
Fd8 Congressional Record, 1954-74
Fd9 Congressional Record, 1974
Fd 10 Congressional Record, 1975
Box 24 ARTICLES ABOUT CHUCK YEAGER
Contains articles about Chuck Yeager’s aviation career that have appeared in many 
journals, magazines, newsletters and newspapers. Includes both complete copies of 
the publications, as well as off-prints and photocopies of articles.
Fd 1 “1986 Horatio Alger Awards Highlights,” Flame (Summer 1986).
Fd2 Abdullah, Khalid, and S. Thana, “Chuck Yeager Speaks to the ADJ,” 
Asian Defense Journal (May 1985).
Fd3 “Air Guard Honors Yeager,” Mountaineer Defender (Fall 1985).
Fd4 Allsup; Dan, “Chuck Yeager: Doing Your Job,” Airman (September 
1987).
Fd5 Ansen, David, “A Movie with All the Right Stuff,” Newsweek (October 
3, 1983).
Fd6 Baker, Willis K., “First Peace Medal of Honor Presented,” Wagon 
Wheels (February 1977).
Fd7 Barbato, Joseph, “A Cheerful 40's Birthday for Bantam,” Publisher's 
Weekly (October 18, 1985).
Fd8 Bartolo, Dick de, “The Right Stuff?” M ad  (June 1984).
Fd9 Bell Aircraft News, 1953-1954 (various issues).
Fd 10 “B/Gen. Charles E. ‘Chuck’ Yeager Retires,” Join Up (Spring 1975).
Fd 11 Bonney, Walter T., The Research Airplane,” Pegasus (June 1952).
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Bragonier, Reg, “Messing Around on Cloud Nine,” INC (June 1981).
Breathed, Berke, “Bloom Country,” Cartoon Strip, not dated.
Bregonier, Reg, “Cleared for HistoJune 29, 2010ry,” Western’s World 
(September 1985).
Brennan, Peter, and Tony Scaduto, “Genuine American Hero Chuck 
Yeager Tells What ‘The Right Stuff Really Is, “ Star (August 1985).
“Brigadier General Charles ‘Chuck’ Yeager,” The Barnstormer (Winter 
1974).
“Brigadier General Chuck Yeager,” Aerospace Education (Summer 
1985).
“Captain Charles Yeager,” Know Your Air Force Better in Current 
Science and Aviation (September 13-17, 1948), 5.
“‘Chuck’ Yeager,” Flygrevyn (June 1986).
“Chuck Yeager, A Supersonic Pilot Sounds Off,” Family Weekly (Oct. 
23, 1983).
“Chuck Yeager and the Brick Wall in the Sky,” FAA Genera Aviation 
New (Feb 1977).
“Chuck Yeager Pilots Tigershark to Gathering of Eagles ‘86 Exhibition,” 
Northrop News (May 9, 1986).
“Chuck Yeager to Fish,” California (May 1984), p. T-3.
Cleaver, Thomas, “Chuck Yeager: Still On the Go,” The Retired Officer 
(January 1984).
Cleaver, Thomas, “The Right Stuff,” Plane and Pilot (November 1983).
Cleaver, Thomas, “Speed Becomes a Legend,” Airline P ilo t (October 
1983).
Cleaver, Thomas, “Chuck Yeager: Still in the Acceleration Phase,” Plane 
& Pilot (October 1983).
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES 
“Col. Chuck Yeager,” fVest Virginia Bankers Magazine (August 1965).
Fd30 Considine, Bob, “Chuck Yeager: Aerospace Schoolmaster,” Air Force 
and Space Digest (January 1963).
Fd31 Cox, Jack, “Reminiscing with Bob Hoover,” Sports Aviation (July 1983, 
Aug 1983).
Fd32 Coyne, James P., “Airman’s Bookshelf,” Air Force Magazine 
(September 1985).
Fd33 Crouch, Tom. D., “Wingding at Oshkosh,” National Geographic 
Traveler (Summer 1985).
Fd 34 Dean, Paul, “The Reluctant Celebrity,” Los Angeles Times Magazine 
(October 13, 1985).
Box 25 ARTICLES ABOUT CHUCK YEAGER (continued)
Fd 1 “Dr. Peale and General Yeager Receive T. R. Distinguished Service 
Medal,” Theodore Roosevelt Association Journal (Summer 1955).
Fd2 “Dr. Theodore von Karman...His Achievements Live Forever,” Western 
Aerospace (June 1963).
Fd3 Drachtis, David B., The Fastest Man on Land,” Airman (June 1980).
Fd4 Drake, Hal, “The Bomb with the Human Brain,” Mankind (April 1973).
Fd5 Dwiggins, Don, “Airplanes in Space,” Plane & P ilo t (July 1981).
Fd6 “An Evening with Chuck Yeager,” The Smithsonian Associate (January 
1986).
Fd7 “Fastest Man — And the Men Not Far Behind,” Newsweek (February 
1954).
Fd8 Feirstein, Bruce, Real Men D on ’t Eat Quiche (1982) -Photocopy of one 
page.
Fd9 “Flight Experience at M—2.5,” Aerospace (April 27, 1956).
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“General Chuck Yeager,” The Adcrafter (March 7, 1986).
“General Yeager Flies Final Mission,” The Desert Wings (February 28,
1975).
“General Yeager Recalls Experience,” Prairie Pilot (February 7, 1975).
Gnaffiiey, Tim, “Yeager; The Right Stuff,” The Magazine (August 25,
1985) .
Goudy, Todd, and Kathy Murphy, “1-800-Adventure,” The Crusader 
Chronicle (April 1986).
“Guest Speaker,” 1980 Telluride Hang Gliding Invitational (September 
22-28,1980).
“Gun Custom Engraved for Chuck Yeager,” The Gunner (April 1985).
Haley, Don, “Yeager’s Unique Flight Still Heralded 35 Years Later,” 
Desert Wings (October 15, 1985).
“The High and the Mighty,” The Hahn HhwA: (March 10, 1956)
“High Speed Experimental Flying,” Flight (April 1956)..
Hixon, Jean E., “Chuck Yeager: He’s Been Flying Supersonic for 37 
Years,” Golden Years (November 1984).
Hutchens, John K., “Yeager: An Autobiography,” Book o f  the Month 
Club News (September 1985).
“I Don’t See Myself as a Hero,” US News & World Report (January 13,
1986) .
“Interview with Test Pilot Charles Yeager,” US News & World Report 
(January 13, 1986).
Jones, Robert F., “Chuck Yeager,” Eeqp/e IFeeA/y (November 21,1983).
Kael, Pauline, “The Current Cinema - The Sevens,” New Yorker (October 
17,1983).
Katz, Susan, “Northrop Uses Spit and Polish to Keep an Untarnished 
Image,” Image (June 16, 1986).
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Fd 28 Kinney, William A., “Little Man?” Airman (January 1969).
Fd 29 Kodl, Frank, “General Chuck Yeager,” Shotgun Sports (November- 
December 1985).
Fd30 Koeing, Edo, “Fastest man in the World,” Royal Air Force Flying Revue 
(September 1955).
Fd31 “Les as du supersonique caressent leur formule Liberation, 
Supplement No. 791.
Fd 32 Lester, Marianne, “Test Pilots,” The Times Magazine (April 19, 1976).
Fd33 Lindamood, Jean, “Chuck Yeager and the Vette,” Automobile Magazine 
(July 1986).
Fd34 Lindberg, Christina, “Chuck Yeager Varldens Tuffaste Pilot,” Flygrevyn 
(June 1986).
Fd35 Lykken, David T., “Fearlessness: Its Carefree Char, and Deadly Ricks,” 
Psychology Today (September 1982).
Box 26 ARTICLES ABOUT CHUCK YEAGER (Continued)
Fd 1 “Mach Ho,” The Sunday Time Literary Magazine (April 6, 1986).
Fd2 Malian, Lloyd, “He Fell 50,000 Ft. and Lived,” Men in Danger (April 
1956).
Fd3 Malzahn, Mark, “Traveling Twice the Speed of Sound,” Photocopy with 
no publication source.
Fd4 McGaw, Mary Martha, “Chuck Yeager, American Hero: The Right
Stuff,” The Sooner Catholic (February 1986).
Fd5 “Major Yeager is Assigned to Hahn,” The Hahn Hawk (February 1955).
Fd6 “Man in a Hurry,” Time (April 18,1949).
Fd7 Miller, Burton, “Knives with the Right Stuff,” Blade (April 1986).
Fd8 Miller, Jay, “The Larry Bell Museum,: AASH Journal (Spring 1982).
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“A Movie that Has the Right Stuff,” Linebacker (Winter 1984).
Moyes, Phillip, “The Magnificent Mustang,” Wings (No. 88).
“Mrs. Right Stuff,” Honolulu (June 1985).
Neely, Frederick, The Robert J. Collier Trophy,” C ollier’s  (December 
1948).
Neely, Frederick, The Robert J. Collier Trophy,” Pegasus (December 
1950).
“News and Views,” Keep Current^ (May 1954)
R[arke], P[obert] P., “Yeager Cheyenne Records,” Show D aily (May 30, 
1985).
Parry, Richard, “After Mach 1,” Golden Falcon (January 1985).
Patterson, Pat, “There Flying Again,” Boy's Life (September 1985).
Plyer, Kari, “Chuck Yeager Will Drive Corvette Place Car for Indy,” 
Corvette News (Spring 1986).
Rebello, Stephen, “The Real People,” Los Angeles (May 1985).
“Recent Visitor,” NASA X-Press (February 23, 1979).
Redemann, Hans, “Schneller Yeager,” Plug Revue (March 1983).
“Retired Brig. Gen. Chuck Yeager,” Force Systems Command News 
Review  (July 1979).
Rhodes, Jeffery P., “The Top Ten,” Air Force (April 1987).
“The Right SXwiif Aviation Space (Fall 1983).
“The Right Stuff,” The Rocket (January 1984).
“Right Stuff? Hell, It’s Just Luck,” Newsweek (June 11, 1985).
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Fd28 “Saga of a Magnificent Seven,” Time (October 3, 1983).
Fd29 Salmon, Julie, “Propulsive Entertainment,” Wall Street Journal (October
20,1983).
Fd30 Sheppard, R. Z., “Breaking the Celebrity Barrier,” Time (July 29,1985).
Fd31 “Skywriter,” Linebacker (Summer 1985).
Fd32 “Slick Goodlin Took World’s Most Perilous Job to Get Lots of Fun Out 
of Life,” Science Illustrated (June 1967).
Fd33 Smith, Gene, “Chuck Yeager: He’d Rather Be Hunting,” Air Progress 
(July 1975).
Box 27 ARTICLES ABOUT CHUCK YEAGER (Continued)
Fd 1 Smith, Gene, “Y e a g e r ! ( D e c e m b e r  1986).
Fd2 Standfield, David, “Telluride 1980,” Hang Gliding (November 1980).
Fd3 Stevens, Bob, “I Was There...” Air Force Magazine (July 1977).
Fd4 “The Stuff of History,” The Observer (March 4,1984).
Fd5 “TAC Attack Interviews Brigadier General Chuck Yeager,” TAG Attack 
(January 1987).
Fd6 Thomas, Wendy, “The Jet Jockey,” California Magazine (December 12, 
1982).
Fd7 Thompson, David, “Ghost Riders in the Sky,” The M ovies (July 1983).
Fd8 Villanueva, Richardo, “Flights of Glory,” Sacramento (April 1983).
Fd9 Wallace, Randall, “Chuck Yeager: An American Original,” Modern 
Maturity (October November 1983).
FdlO Walter, Brown, “Blind German Veteran ‘Sees’ Hahn,” The Hahn Hawk 
(July 15, 1955).
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
1985.
Fdl2 Weiman, Dave, “This Is Your Life, Bob Hoover,” M idwest Flyer 
(September 1986).
Fdl3 “Who’s Who In Twelfth,” Source unidentified (Photocopy)
Fdl4 Wilkie, Jane, “Glennis Yeager My Life Chuck,” G ood Housekeeping 
(January 186).
Fdl5 Williams, Jan, “Brigadier General Yeager,” Boot Straps (Summer 1975).
Fdl6 Wolfe, Tom, “Big Daddy of the Sky,” Esquire (August 1979).
Fdl7 Wolfe, Tom, “Big Daddy of the Sky: The Right Stuff,” R eader’s  Digest 
(February 1980).
Fdl8 Wolfe, Tom, “Columbia’s Landing Closes an E ra” National Geographic 
(October 1981).
Fd 19 Wolfe, Tom, “Chuck Yeager, Big Daddy of the Skies, Goes to Li’l OF 
Mach 1 and Pilot Heaven,” Telegraph (October 28, 1979).
Fd 20 “Yeager Flies Tigershark on Historic Date,” Northrop News (Oct 22, 
1982).
Fd21 “Yeager Retires after 34 Years Service,” Y-Pre5.y (February 28, 1975).
Fd 22 “Yeager: The Right Stuff, Sure Enough,” Linebacker (Fall 1983).
Fd 23 Zaiman, Robert, “The Space Pilots of Tomorrow,” United Aircraft
Quarterly (¥a[\ 1962).
Fd 24 Ziegler, Mano, “Breakthrough of the Sound Barrier,” excerpt from  The 
Battle fo r  Mach 1 (Not Dated)
Box 28 MANUSCRIPTS AND ARTICLES
Copies of materials written by various authors, mostly dealing with aviation topics. 
Some are manuscripts that were later published as books.
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Fd2
Petition by 39 airline pilots for exemptions from the FAA’s age 
60 mandatory retirement policy.
Anonymous and Untitled Manuscript
Chapters from a book of memoirs of an unidentified officer about 
the war in the Pacific and the death of Japanese Admiral 
Yamamoto)
Fd3 Anderson, C. E. “Bud,” “Aircraft Wingtip Coupling Experiments,” 
Aerophile (December 1980) Pages extracted from magazine.
Fd4 Beringer, , “Why We Still Hunt Today in Germany.” ms. 
photocopy, undated.
Fd5 Carabillo, Louis T, “A Whole New Ball Game.” Typescript, 1982
Manuscript about the Discarding Sabot principle of small arms 
ammunition.
Fd6 Colldaya, Raymond S., “Presentation to National Commission on Space - 
Technology,” Photocopy, noted.
Fd7 Coonts, Stephen, “Flight of the Intruder,” Uncorrected Manuscript, 1986.
Fd8 Eldelson, B.I., “Presentation to National Commission on Space, May 15, 
1985. Photocopy.
Fd9 Heller, William, “Airline Safety: A View from the Cockpit,” Ms. 1985.
Fd 10 Johnson, Philip C., “Space Medicine,” American Scientist (September- 
October (1984).
F d l l Lundgren, W[illiam]. R., Untitled Manuscript [Across the High 
Frontier']. Copy number 7. Undated. Carbon copy.
Box 29 MANUSCRIPTS AND ARTICLES (continued)
B kl Miller, Jay. “The X-Planes, X-designated Aircraft X-1 to X-29,” Ms. 
Undated. Photocopy
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THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Fd2 Maloney, Ed., “A Generation of Pilots,” Ms. Undated. Mimeograph.
Fd3 McElroy, JohnH., “NOAA, the Future of earth Observations from Space, 
and NASA’s Space Station.” Ms. 1985. Mimeograph.
Fd4 National Broadcasting System (NBC) News, “Escape Velocity, by Mike 
Gray” Concept outline. 1979.
Box 30 MANUSCRIPTS AND ARTICLES (continued)
Fd 1 National Commission on Space, “Pioneering the Space Frontier: Our 
Next 50 Years in Space,” Pre-release copy, 1986.
Fd2 Pederson, Kenneth S., “Presentation to the National Commission on 
Space,” Undated. Mimeograph.
Fd3 Presidential Commission on Space Shuttle Challenger Accident, “Official 
Transcript Proceedings,” February 10,1986. Photocopy.
Fd4 Schmund, Edgar, “Design of the P-51 Mustang,” Ms. 1985. Mimeograph.
Fd5 Sakaida, Henry, “Adolf Galland’s Last Mission,” Fighter Pilots in Aerial 
Combat (Summer 1981), pp.l+. Promotional copy.
Fd6 Steam, Edward, “The Spirit of ‘47,” American West Airlines 
Entertainment, 1983.
Fd7 Udet, Ernest, “My Life as an Aviator,” Ms. Undated. Bound typescript.
Box 31 AUTOGRAPHED BOOKS
Copies of published books autographed for Chuck Yeager.
B k l Herter, Leonard George and Berthe E. Herter, George the 
Housewife...and How to Diet and never he Hungry (Waseca, Miim.: 
Herter’s Inc., 1964).
Autograph: “For Chuck Yeager from Pancho Barnes”.
Bk2 Herter, Leonard George and Berthe E. Herter, Bill Cook and Authentic 
Historical Recipes and Practices (Waseca, Minn.: Herter’s Inc., 1964). 
Autograph: “For Chuck Yeager from Pancho Barnes August 19̂ '' 1964”.
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(Garden City, NY; Doubleday, 1963) No. 1,135 of boxed 1,500 sets.
Autograph: “For- Colonel ‘Chuck’ Yeager with best wishes and 
personal regards. Dwight D. Eisenhower 1963”.
Bk4 Wolfe, Tom, Radical Chic & Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers (New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970).
Autograph: “For Chuck Yeager with the hope that you will enjoy 
these tales of life being lived at more like minus Mach 1... Tom 
Wolfe”.
Fd 1 Letter from Tom Wolfe to Chuck Yeager, dated March28, 1974, which
accompanied Bk. 4.
Bk 5 Levinson, Nacy Smiler, “Chuck Yeager: The Man Who Broke the Soimd
Barrier (New York: Walker & Company, 1988).
Fd 2 Book Covers
Dust jackets for William Lundgren, Across the High Frontier, 
and Jacqueline Cochran, The Stars at Noon.
Box 32 THE RIGHT STUFF
F d l The Right Stuff (Movie) - Promotional Materials
Fd 2-3 The Right Stuff (Movie) - Advance Press Information
Fd4 The Right Stuff (Movie) - Cast List
Fd5 The Right Stuff (Movie) - Booklet
Fd6 Kos, Gary, “The Right Stuff’ School report, 1984.
B k l Wolfe, Tom. The Right Stuff (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1979) 
1 st edition.
Bk2 Wolfe, Tom. The Right Stuff (New York: Bantam Books, 
Printing.
1979) 5th
Bk3 Wolfe, Tom. The Right Stuff (New York: Bantam Books, 
Printing.
1979) 7th

















































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES 
Box 33 PHOTOGRAPHS AND ARTWORK
Fd 1 Yeager Family Photos
Fd2 A. Hal Yeager and Chuck Yeager at Murdoc Air Force Base, Undated
Fd3 Lincoln County High School Band, Undated
Fd4 Glennis Yeager
Fd5 Chuck Yeager Portraits
Fd6 Chuck Yeager Passport Photos
Fds 7-10 Chuck Yeager “Publicity Stills”
F d l l Chuck Yeager Home, California
Fd 12 Chuck Yeager with Various Aircraft
Fdl3 Chuck Yeager with a Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, 1963 (Proof sheets)
Outdoor Activities Photographs
Fd 14 Ski Photos, 1966
Fd 15 Unidentified Hunting Photos, Undated
Fds 16-17 Unidentified Outdoor Activities, Undated
Fd 18 Quail Hunt, 1984
Chuck Yeager with Individuals
Fd 19 Chuck Yeager and Jacqueline Cochran
Fd 20 Chuck Yeager and Madame Gabriel
Fd21 Chuck Yeager and Pancho Barnes
Fd 22 Chuck Yeager and Larry Bell
Fd 23 Chuck Yeager with Various Celebrities
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World War Two Photographs
Mainly copies of photographs (snap shots) given to Chuck Yeager by William P 
Murphy.
Fd 25 Chuck Yeager
Fd 26 Snap Shots, Identified Pilots, includes a copy of Escort Anniversary 
Issue, March 1945, of the 357th Fighter Group
Fds 27-29 Snap Shots, Unidentified Pilots
Fd30 World War Two Snapshots ■ Interior Scenes
Box 34 PHOTOGRAPHS AND ARTWORK (continued)
F d l Photographs and roster of the 357t h Fighter Wing Association
Fd2 Crash Scenes
Fd3 Crashed Aircraft
Fd4 Flight Camera Stills
Fd5 Runway Scene
Fd6 Award Ceremonies
Fd7 French Air Force Medal Award Ceremony, 1949
Fd8 Armistice Parade
Bell X-1 Photographs
Fds 9-10 Bell X-1 Photographs
Events and Group Photographs
Fd 11 Chuck Yeager with Various Groups
Fd 12 Chuck Yeager in Huntington, WV, 1971
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Fd 14 Chuck Yeager at Kitty Hawk Celebration, 1974
Fdl5 Chuck Yeager at the Banquet of the Golden Plate, 1974
Fds 16-18 Chuck Yeager at Fight Test Center - Photos from Its Archives, 1976
FdlS.l Chuck Yeager at 30'  ̂Anniversary of Supersonic Flight, 1977
Fdl9 Chuck Yeager at Tailhook Association Meeting, 1982
Fd 20 Chuck Yeager at Doolittle Salute to General LeMay, 1982
Fd21 Chuck Yeager at Unidentified Event at Mission Inn, 1984
Fd 22 Chuck Yeager at Salute to Senior Statesmen of the Air Force, 1984
Fd 23 Chuck Yeager at Explorers Club Meeting, 1984
Box 35 PHOTOGRAPHS AND ARTWORK (continued)
F d l Chuck Yeager at 357*̂  Fighter Group Association Meeting, 1984
Fd2 Chuck Yeager’s Korean Visit, 1984
Fd3 Chuck Yeager at Aviation Hall of Fame, 1985
Fd3.1 Chuck Yeager at the University of Charleston Commencement, 1986
Fds 4-5 Chuck Yeager at Gathering of Eagles, 1986
Fd5.1 Chuck Yeager at the Indy 500 driving the pace car, 1986
Fd6 Chuck Yeager at a Bell X-1 Exhibit, Not dated
Fd7 Chuck Yeager at Norton Air Force base, not dated
Fd8 Chuck Yeager at Aviation Hall of Fame, not dated
Fd9 Chuck Yeager at the Greenbrier Club, not dated
FdlO Chuck Yeager at a Book Signing, not dated
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd 16 Chuck Yeager with Various Unidentified Groups
Fds 17-18 Chuck Yeager in various Unidentified Snap Shots
Miscellaneous Photographs
Fd 19 Various Snap Shots (Chuck Yeager not present)
Fd 20 Photographs of Various Crashed Aircraft
Fd21 Photographs of Various Aircraft
Fd 22 Landsat Photograph of Edwards Air Force Base
Fd 23 Various Autographed Photos to Chuck Yeager
Fd 24 Autographed photograph of Charles Lindbergh, 1928.
Fd 25 Photograph of the approach to the Yeager Airport, Charleston, WV
Art Work
Fd 26 Photograph of the unveiling of the Morgan Henniger portrait of Chuck 
Yeager
Fd 27 Original Art work
Fd 28 Photos of Art work
Fd29 Photos of Bell XI painting
Box 36 AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES
Cassette Tapes 
Tape 1 Chuck Yeager. Newsweek On Air-Wor, 6/23
Tape 2 Chuck Yeager. June 4 1949
Tape 3 Aunt Betsey Lindville, 1973
Tape 4 Chuck Yeager. Aero Lecture, October 7, 1981
Tape 5 Weacherly [?] Aero Lecture, October 7, 1981
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Tape 7 Hal Martin with Chuck Yeager. WCBA. October 19, 1983
Tape 8 “A Wind and Prayer.” March 14, 1983
Tape 9 Yeager & Schirra - M Jackson Show, September 20, 1984
Tape 10 “Eyes of an Eagle.” 1985
Tapes 11-13 The Larry King Show, August 1, 1985
Box 36.1 AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES (continued)
Tape 1 Christian Science Monitor^ August 1,1985
Tape 2 Chuck Yeager / Shuttle Disaster, Newsweek On Air, February 2, 1986
Tape 3 Paul Harvey Broadcast, February 19, 1986
Tape 4 Spruce Goose, September 19,1986
Tapes 5-7 The Yeager Tapes, Nos. 1-6
Tapes 8-10 The Yeager Tapes, Nos. 7-12.
Tape 11 TET 101-109/General Yeager.
Tape 12 1911-1929.
Tape 13 1) “Value Yeager / Bev.” 2) “Old Yeager Lord” 3) “Pub. Serv. / 
Parachute” 3) “Pub. Serv. / Checklist-Lord/Tag”
Tape 14 Dahlberg Electronics “Listen to Life”
Tape 15 X-1A Flight #2
Box 37 REEL TO REEL AUDIO TAPES
Tape 1 Yeager Day, June 4,1949
Tape 2 Xl-A Flight #10, December 12, 1953; Air Force Flight #4, not dated
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Tape 4
THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES 
Chuck Yeager Aviation Hall of Fame Speech, December 14, 1973
Tape 5 Chuck Yeager with X-1, Smithsonian Institute, December 13,1974
Tape 6 Chuck Yeager with X-1, Smithsonian Institute, December 13,1974
Tape 7 Chuck Yeager Medal Presidential Management Award, in “Air Force 
Weekly,” December 13, 1976
Tape 8 Chuck Yeager and Jackie Cochran talking about the X-1 and X-IA, not 
dated
Tape 9 Untitled. Dick Frost, Gen. Boyd, Chuck Yeager, Marvin Miles and Walt 
Williams all talking about the X-1, not dated.
Tape 10 AFROTC Det. 770. Tape of Gen. MacArthur’s Address, not dated.
Tape 11 RCAF Fighter Pilot Reunion, Winnepeg, Canada, not dated.
Tape 12 Tape courtesy of radio station WFBE, Flint, Michigan, undated.
Tape 13 Red Scarf Song, Korean.
Tape 14 Untitled tape, not dated
Tape 15 Untitled tape, not dated
Box 38 MOTION PICTURE FILM
Film 1 16 mm, 6 inch reel, marked 1
Film 2 8 mm, box with post-it, marked 2
Film 3 8 mm, Chuck Yeager Day in Huntington, marked 3
Film 4 16 mm, Moscow Airport, Air Show
Films 16 mm, gun camera, Lt. J. T. Fitzgerald, 1944
Film 6 E. P. Curtis, K. 0.
Italy to Belgrade, Belgrade Airport, Arabs going to Mecca, [?] 
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Box 39 MOTION PICTURE FILM (continued)
Film 1 16 mm, General Yeager’s Accident, 10 December 1963, in mailing 
ontainer
Film 2 B. G. Chuck Yeager in TF-15, 6 March 1974
Film 3 16mm,TAC Strike,Hickham,Guam,Okina,306‘'‘TFSQ,Apl. 59, F-lOO 
trip from
Film 4 George AFB to Guam
Film 5 16 mm, YP-80A
Film 6 16 mm, NF-104A Incident
Film? 16 mm, “Bombardier” snowmobile
Film 8 16 mm. Center briefing
Film 9 16 mm, Col. Yeager scraps
Film 10 16 mm, F-lOO trip fi:om George AFB to Guam-extra film, 306* TFSQ
Film 11 16 mm. Quick look no. 63-8 (revised), NF-104A, 1#762 Incident, 10 
December 1963, printed fi-om can 1# 87-64, AFFTC -  155-64
Film 12 16 mm, Col. Yeager farewell briefing, 16 June 1966.
Film 13 16 mm, Los Angeles Fire, NF-104-X-1 T. 0 . Break site
Film 14 16 mm, 4 inch reel, addressed to General Yeager from “The Right Stuff’, 
San Francisco, CA
Box 40 MOTION PICTURE FILM (continued)
Film 1 16 mm, “Old Friends -  Six Who Flew” [color]
Film 2 16 mm, Briefing AFFTC, General Yeager Vice-Commander, 17 Air 
Force [color]
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES 
Film 4 16 mm, “Air Force Now”, AFN068
Film 5 16 mm, M-2 Flights by Colonel Yeager, [color]
Film 6 16 mm, “Air Force Now” AFN068, [color]
Box 41 MOTION PICTURE FILM (continued)
Film 1 16 mm (in plastic bag) Chuck Yeager footage composite print, R-1
Film 2 16 mm Flying safety film (stan-eval) from Randolph AFB 9 Nov. 1964
Film 3 16mm Yeager F-104 accident B/W Kine sound print
Film 4 16 mm Vietnam 1966-68, Reel 2
Film 5 16 mm Vietnam 1966-1968, Reel 3
Film 6 16 mm First flight XS -  1
Film 7 16 mm Breaking sound barrier. Chuck Yeager, color, 1975
Film 8 16 mm Vietnam 1966-1968, Reel 1
Film 9 16 mm Negative Chuck Yeager, Kine composite
FilmlO 16 mmXS -  1 print
Film 11 16 mm PARASEV & M2 FI
Film 12 16 mm X -  1 ground T.O. color 1979
Film 13 16 mm X -  1 ground 70, color, original 1979
Film 14 16 mm Nike Tracking camera coverage NF 104A #762 Incident, color,
1963
Film 15 16 mm Yeager, PARASEV & M-2 FI, color
Film 16 16 mm Official USAF News film TMMED Rel
Film 17 16 mm loose film Bell Aircraft Division
-48-
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Box 42 VIDEO TAPE
Tape 1 X-IA Tumble 1953 (first version -  real time; second version -  slow 
motion) WBZ-TV 4. U-Matic Cassette
Tape 2 “Fight for the Skies”, 8'*̂ Air Force Fighter Command, April 5, 1983. 
VHS Cassette, non-commercial recording
Tape 3 Vietnam 1966-1968. VHS Cassette, non-commercial recording
Tape 4 “Forward to Excellence” -  Grumman Aerospace; A History of the X 
Series Aircraft. VHS Cassette, non-commercial recording
Tape 5 Gen Yeager’s L.A. Interviews. 1. KTTV, CH 11, Midday News; 2. 
KABC, CH 7, “330"; 3. KABC, CH 11 p.m.News. August 7,1985. VHS 
Cassette.
Tape 6 Yeager Interview by KSAT 12, November 22, 1985. VHS non­
commercial recoding
Tape 7 Gen. Yeager Interview on the Johnny Carson Show (edited original), 
August21, 1985. KNBC, 11:30 p.m., VHS recording
Tape 8-10 WSAZ-TV Yeager News Clips. VHS Cassette, non-commercial
Tape 11 Yeager flying F-20 to Las Vegas / Paul Metz fly back/ June 19, 
1986. VHS cassette (on case; “Dub of 3/4", 5:00")
Tape 12 Tape 1 - BT 2096 x-5 Highest and Fastest Bell X-1; Tape 2 X-1 Yeager. 
October 21, 1986, VHS cassette recording
Tape 13 C-1 -842 McDonnell Douglas St Louis Management Club present Chuck 
Yeager; C-9-293 Chuck Yeager - F/A 18 Homer Flight. 1/2" VHS 
cassette.
Tape 14 F-20 Fighter Pilot Program. January 18, 1984 1/2" Beta cassette
Tape 15 Yeager Stock Footage (with Gen Yeager VO) 1/2" Beta cassette
Box 43 VIDEO TAPE (continued)
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Note on inside: Documentary on ME-262 featuring Chuck 
Yeager, Gen. Adolf Galland. Some footage of Bell X-1 made 
possible by Northrop Grant.
Paris Air Show, June 1985, VHS cassette, non-commercial recording.
All the Fine Young Men -  P-47 Thunderbolt, VHS cassette, non­
commercial recording.
A Tale of Two Journey’s, March 1986 (?), VHS cassette, Non­
commercial recording. Letter inside case from Marshall Univ. Society 
of Yeager Scholars.
Oshkosh 1986, VHS cassette. Non-commercial recording. Letter and 
photographs enclosed in case -  moved to the Photograph series.
“Read to Succeed” Literacy Public Service Announcements, West 
Virginia Public Broadcasting, August 1986, VHS cassette. Six 30 second 
cuts; Tape log lists Gen. Yeager as cut 3.
“Limits”, Media Arts Workshop (Newton, MA), 1984, VHS cassette, 
enclosed letter indicates this was a conference which Gen. Yeager 
participated.
9 @ :30 Air Works (?),First Empire Federal, Beta cassette.
Ampart Charles Yeager on KBS-TV (Channel -  7) 0724-0734 KST, 2- 
28-1984, Beta cassette.
The Great Space Race, Episode 4, “The Next Civilization”, VHS 
cassette, non-commercial recording.
IBM Corp., National Marketing Division, 1985 4*''Quarter Kickoff, 
Video Tape Associates, 8-23-85, Beta cassette.
Kiwanis Public Service Spots and Documentaries, 198_(?), VHS cassette.
AC-Delco Classic Pro-Bowlers Tour, ABC, 1-5-85, VHS cassette, non­
commercial recording.
“The March Field Museum -  A Future for our Past”, The Video Tape 
Company, North Hollywood, CA, VHS cassette 7-29-86, Great American
-50-
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General Chuck Yeager, AT&T Leaders Council, Fannon/Osmond (New 
York), 4-22-86, VHS cassette.
“The Story of Willow Run”, American Sound Corporation (?), 1986 (?), 
VHS cassette, Letter enclosed from Frank S. Day, USAF (ret.)
Medal of Honor/Buming of Ploesti Oil, American Sound Corporation, 
1986 (?), Referenced in letter from Frank S. Day (above)
Marshall University Society of Yeager Scholars “Only the Best”, 
Marshall University (?), VHS cassette.
Aircraft Classics of WWII (1 hour), SST Concorde (15 min.), Ju52 
w/German music (45 min.), 8-18-86, VHS cassette, non-commercial 
recording.
The Golden Years, 1985(?), VHS cassette, enclosed letter describes the 
Bendix trophy ceremony in Washington, D.C.
Aileron', The Video Magazine of Aviation (Premier Edition, Winter, 
1986), Holmes/McKee Associates (Los Angeles, CA), 1985, VHS 
cassette, Features a segment entitled “High Climbing Chuck Yeager”
TV News: Computerized Flight (includes mention and footage of F-20), 
Northrop Corporate Public Affairs (Los Angeles, CA), 6-6-86, VHS 
cassette, recorded from CNN (?).
The Superplane that Hitler Wasted; ME-262 Show, Air Force 
Association, 4-22-86, VHS cassette, commercially produced by Thirty 
five-Sixteen Inc., Georgetown, D.C.
J.P. McCarthy Show with guest General Charles Yeager (Channel 2, 
Detroit), Campbell-Ewald Company (Warren, MI), 4-16-83, Beta 
cassette, letter enclosed.
“Gathering of Eagles” (?), 1986, VHS cassette. Non-commercial 
recording. Notes on cover indicate from Capt. Dave Holdsworth, JAL.

































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Tape 27 A Memorable Evening; General Charles E. Yeager, Second David 
Bernard Memorial Air Safety Medal Recipient, 1-25-86, VHS cassette, 
non-commercial recording. Note enclosed from Phyllis Bernard.
Tape 28 The Golden Years, Bendix (Allied Signal Inc.)(Arlington, VA), 1986(7), 
VHS cassette, letter enclosed.
Tape 29 Tigershark Flight Test Program, Northrop Aircraft Division, Audiovisual 
Communications, (Hawthorne, CA), Beta cassette, Product No. 821189.
Tape 30 11/7/84 KABC (Los Angeles) local news, 11 pm; includes first part of 
“Test Pilots” feature series, w/Gen. Yeager interview, VHS cassette. 
Non-commercial recording. Note enclosed from Northrop Public 
Relations.
Box 44 VIDEO TAPE (continued)
Tape 1 Instruments Air Filter; Fire Power AC Spark Plugs; Green Eye (World);
Tape 2
- Desert Heat (World); Flash Frozen (World), CECO Audio Video Center 
(Campbell-Ewald Co., Warren, MI), 8-13-85, U-matic cassette.
“We.Flew the MiG” and Maj. Gen. Albert Boyd Hornet Flight (14:00), 
VHS cassette, non-commercial recording.
Tape 3 Flight Test Historical Foundation’s First Annual Tribute to Aerospace -  
L.A. International Airport Hyatt Hotel,14 June 1986, VHS cassette.
Tape 4 COCA COLA USA; DIET COKE; KODC-4341:30 “Just for the Fun of 
It/Lasorda Rev.I” (Short bars/no slates) 5/9/84, Editel (New York), Va” 
U-matic cassette.
Tape 5 General Charles “Chuck” Yeager, 39“' Annual Horatio Alger Awards, 
Westin Galleria, Houston, Texas, May 16, 1986, Texas Video and Post 
(Houston, TX), Va" U-matic cassette.
Tape 6 GMUL -  5000 “Pace Car”, AC Delco Campbell Ewald, 6-13-86, VHS 
cassette.
Tape 7 TV NEWS: Gen. Yeager 11/25/85 KCBS interview, Northrop Corporate 
Public Affairs (Los Angeles, CA), 11-12-85, VHS cassette.







































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Tape 9
Association, VHS cassette.
Air Force Association Gathering of Eagles;GALA II, Air Force 
Association, VHS cassette.
Tape 10 Air Force Association Gathering of Eagles;GALA III, Air Force 
Association, VHS cassette.
Tape 11 The Weatherby Big Game Trophy 2T^ Annual Award Dinner, December 
1, 1983, VHS cassette.
Tape 12 CAF Airshow piece plus :35 generic shots of flying, 1986(7), VHS 
cassette, Contains note from David Hartman of ABC Television “Good 
Morning America”
Tape 13 J.P. McCarthy Show with guest General Charles Yeager (Channel 2, 
Detroit), 4-16-83,VHS cassette.
Tape 14 “Never Give Up” (’86 Indy 500), 1986, VHS cassette. Letter from 
Valvoline Oil included.
Tape 15 Air Force Association “The Right Stuff’, Air Force Association, 10-83, 
Beta cassette.
Tape 16 Air Force Association “The Right Stuff’, Air Force Association, 10-83,
VHS cassette.
Tape 17 Chuck Yeager News Story,VHS cassette, non-commercial recording.
Tape 18 F-20 Tiger Shark (Northrop Aircraft), AME (Burbank, CA), 11-9-83, 
Beta cassette.
Tape 19 F-20 Fighter Pilot Program, Number 3125 Northrop Corporation, Image 
Transform Inc. (North Hollywood, CA), 1-18-84, VHS cassette.
Tape 20 AC Delco Television Commercials: Own Work/Plug; Parachute/Filter; 
Cancel/Freedom Battery; Runway/Shock; Gag Spot, VHS cassette.
OVERSIZED BOXES
Box 45. PHOTOGRAPHS AND ART WORK









































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd 1 Chuck Yeager Portraits
Fd 2-3 Chuck Yeager with Various Aircraft
Fd4 Various Aircraft
Fd5 F-20 Tigershark
Fd6 Dahlberg Hearing Systems
Fd7 Budweiser Rocket Car
Fd8 Space Shuttle Challenger Accident, 1986
Fd9 Miscellaneous
FdlO Artwork
Fd 11 The Right StuffVosiQV
Box 46. OVERSIZED PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS
Fd I. Photograph taken in Buenos Aires, 1954
Fd2. Mounted on cloth, Convair XF -  92 A, USAF delta Wing Research 
fighter (2 copies)
Fd3 Dinner group
Fd4 Dinner meeting of the T‘ Symposium on Frontiers of Man, Controlled 
flight, Carolina Pines, Los Angeles, CA, 3 April 1953.
Fd5 Drawings
F-16 General Dynamics, Fighting Falcon 
North American P 51D Mustang 
Space Shuttle transport system 
McDonnel Douglas FG MKl Phantom 
North American B -  25 “Mitchell”
Fd6 Photo of pilots and planes
Autographed by Chuck Yeager, Harold Russell, Fred Ascenti, 
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Fd7 Chuck Yeager with the Mackay Trophy
Fd8 Bell X-1 in flight (color phtography, 2 copies)
Fd9 Los Bustardos cloth pennant
Box 47. OVERSIZED PHOTOGRAPHS AND CERTIFICATES
F dl Lockheed Starfighter F-104
Fd2 Planes and test pilots. (Same as Bx 46, Fd 6, but not signed)
Fd3 YF -  100 in flight signed by Frank K. “Pete” Everest Jr.
Fd,4 Yagerbriefe
Awarded to Chuck Yeager and Glennis Yeager
Fd5 Aiiplane in flight
Fd6 Yeager and Collier Trophy, 1949 (2 copies)
Fd7 Bell X-2 print, autographed and inscribed by “Pete” Everest
Fd8 Certificate NASA presents Group Achievement Award to National 
Commission on Space, 1986.
Fd9 Seat belt safety poster.
Fd 10 Bell X-1 (2 with Yeager), poster of “Bonzo” and Steve Whitman, article
on Whitman.
Box 48. PHOTO ALBUMS
B kl Photo album presented to Yeager from Lockheed, “Jacqueline Cochran 
Super Starfighter World Speed Records
Bk2 Album, Dining Out, 3 May 1974, Officer’s Club, Offritt AFB, Nebraska
Bk3 Fur Erumering an Deine Feunde in Gilsellwaring, Bayern
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Bk 6 Clippings album and photos, Air Command and Staff College, 1982.
Box 49. CERTIFICATES AND AWARDS
Fd 1 Chuck Yeager Pistol and Sling Shot Champ, 1986 (leather) with letter
Fd2 Honorary member Jicarilla Apache Tribe, 1964
Fd3 7 Ads Campbell-Ewald Company, AC Delco
Fd4 Air Force Association Flight Award, 1954 
MACH Busters Club, F 86 Sabre Jet 
Qualified as Delta Pilot, F-102,1954 
Air Force Psalm
General Warranty Deed, Kentucky Bluegrass Farms, 1953 
Order of Starfighters, #1 F 104A, Starfighter
Fd5 Elmer Keith Museum Foundation, Major Contributor, 1986
Fd6 Armenian Air Force Certificate of Appointment, 1985, with flags.
Fd7 Pancho Barnes, Citizen of Edwards Day, 1964
Fd8 Tube, Society ofExperimental Test Pilots certificates. Fellow, Associate 
Fellow, Member
Horatio Alger Award 
Aviation Hall of Fame 
Commission to 2"̂* Lt. Certificate 
Commission to Lt. Certificate
Fd9 Ad for Hunters and Shooters
FdlO Yeager Airport Police Dept.
Fd 11 Appointment as an Aid-de-Camp on the staff of Governor Edwin 
Edwards, Louisiana, 1987.
Fdl2 Movie Ad, Cutty Sark Ad
Fd 13 Passport (certificate) for Charles Nordhoff
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THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Letter Dane McFarland
Aces of First World War poster, 1981
Poster American Achievement from Tiger, Inc
Phantom print, airplane in flight
Certificate in Chinese or Korean
Citation, order of National Security Merit, 4* Class, 1968 
Award of Aviation Badge of the Republic of Korea Air Force, 
1968
Certificate in Korean
Poster, Eddie Rickenbacker (encapsulated)
Society of Yeager Scholars poster
Fdl6 EAFBRun9-l, 12/17/1979
Fdl7 Appointment to the Presidential Commission on the Shuttle Challenger 
Disaster, signed by Ronald Reagan, 1986.
Fdl8 Appointment as Member of the National Commission on Space, signed 
by Ronald Reagan, 1987.
Fdl9 Letter Marshall University, Roland Nelson awarding Honorary Degree, 
Doctor of Science
Box 50. BOUND CERTIFICATES
B kl Certificate of Appreciation from USAF to Glennis Yeager, 1975
Item 2 Certificate of Retirement from USAF to Brigadier General Charles 
Yeager, 1975, also contains letter from General David C. Jones, USAF 
Chief of Staff.
Item 3 Letter from John McLucas, Secretary of the Air Force with message from 




Air Technical Service Command, Flight Performance School, 
1946
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THE INVENTORY —  BOXED FILES
Temporary Airman Certificate, 1959
Memorandum, Edward F. Witsell, Major General, Adjutant 
General.
Army Air Forces Training Command, Instrument Pilot Instructor, 
1945
Brevet Militaire de Pilote D’Avion, 1951
Air Command and Staff School, Field Officer Course, 1952
Air University, USAF, War College, 1961
USAF ARDC Experimental Test Pilot School, Flight Testing,
1951
General order #9, news clippings and photo presentation of the 
West Virginian Distinguished Service Medal, 1952. 
u s e  Institute of Aerospace Safety and Management, Senior 
Officers Safety Course, 1973.
Certificate of Completion Air University, USAF, Space 
Fhndamentals course, 1964.
Fd2 Salem College diploma folder:
Salem College, Doctor of Aeronautical Science diploma, 1975
Fd3. Certificates
Department of Transportation, FAA, Certificate of 
Appreciation,1984, with a letter of thanks from R. L. Devereaux.
Fd4. Certificates
Diploma, University of Virginia, Scientiae Doctor, 1959 
Citation, J. Kemp McLaughlin
University of Charleston diploma. Doctor of Science, 1983, photo 
and letters.
Loose:
Item 1 DAR, Medal of Honor Certificate, 1983
Item 2 Honorary Citizen of New Orleans Certificate, 1985, with letter fi-om W. 
H. Bearing, VP Global Associates
Item 3 u s e  Institute of Safety and Systems Management, outstanding 
achievement in aerospace safety, 1974
Item 4 Marshall University diploma Scientiae Doctoris, 1969
























































Box 52. SCRAPBOOKS 
Sbkl
Sbk2
National Aviation Club certificate, 1974
Diploma, 86̂ '’ Fighter-Bomber Wing, Rod and Gun Club, 1954
Honorary Missileman Certificate, 1963
City of San Bernardino Resolution, 1975 with accompanying letter W. 
R. Holcomb, Mayor.
Robert E. Ferguson, Lt. Governor of New Mexico, Honor of Juez 
Comisionddo, 1975
International Order of Swampstompers, [no date]
Florence Club Indoor Bird Watchers Society, membership certificate, 
1964
National Aeronautic Association, 1953
Governor of Arizona, 10 Outstanding Young Men Congress, Honorary 
Citizen of Arizona, 1958
Lackland aerial Demonstration Team [no date]
Citation, Air Pioneer, 1966
Explorers Club, 1963
Admiral of the Flagship Fleet, American Airlines, 1965
Honorary citizen of Lubbock, Texas, 1962
Colonel, Aide-de-Camp, Governor of New Mexico, 1964
Red Scrapbook/photo album c. 1954-1956
Leaving Edwards Air Force Base, photos, clippings, letters
Dark brown scrapbook/photo album
4* TAC Fighter Wing, Seymour Johnson, AFB, North Carolina,
-59-
































THE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
1968-1969, photos, clippings, deployment orders
Sbk 3 Leather bound scrapbook
405*’' Fighter Wing, Clark Air Force Base, Philippines, 1966-68, 
photos, clippings, flight orders, letters
Box 53. SCRAPBOOKS AND ALBUMS
Sbk 1 Gold Magnetic Album
Australia trip, 1981, news clippings
Sbk 2 Dark brown with tan piping
1947-1948, telegrams, letters, photos, newspaper clippings
Sbk 3 White photo album
9̂'* Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, SR-71 Flight, 1983, photos 
and clippings
Sbk 4 Red photo album
Happy Birthday, Dahlberg Electronics, 1984, signatures (3 pages, 
different divisions), photos, clippings, many with Wally Schirra.
Box 54. NEWSPAPERS
Newspapers and clippings from 1961,1964,1975,1977 and the 1980’s (multiple copies) 
4P‘ Annual Lander One-shot Antelope Hunt, 1984 
Keith Christie drawings and bronzes
Box 55. NEWSPAPERS
Newspapers and clippings,1985, mostly Charleston and Huntington, West Virginia 
papers.
Bx 56. ITEMS IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS VAULT
Artifact 1 Bell X-1 Static Tube
Original Pitot Static Tube used on the Bell X-1 on the flight that 
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 Dark brown with tan piping 
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TPIE INVENTORY — BOXED FILES
Box 57. ITEMS IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS VAULT
Fdl Biltmore Photograph
Photograph taken October 20, 1947 at the Kitty Hawk Room, 
Dayton Biltmore Hotel by men who participated in the breaking 
of the sound barrier.
Binder 1 Flight reports of the Bell X-1 (carbon copies)
Carbon copies of flights #7-16 of the Bell X-1
“The Operation of the SX-1 by Capt Chuck Yearer” (carbon
copy)
Flight transcript, flight #10, Bell X-1 A (carbon copy)
Fd2 Flight Reports of the Bell X-1 (photocopies of flights)
Fd3 Flight transcript, flight #10, Bell X-IA (photocopy copy)
Fd4 “The Operation of the SX-1 by Capt Chuck Yearer” (photocopy copy)
Bxl-2 Correspondence between Chuck and Glennis Yeager during World War 
II (sealed and closed until the deaths of Chuck and Glennis Yeager)
Artifact 1 Chuck Yeager’s Pocket Knife.
Carried by Chuck Yeager on nearly all flights since World War 
II until his retirement.
Artifact 2-3 AC Le-44 Spark Plug and Case
Spark plug used in the P-51 Mustang; carried by Joe H. Engle on 
space shuttle Discovery between August 27 to September 3, 
1985.
Artifact Gold nugget plaque
Gold nugget carried by Joe H. Engle and Richard Truly on the 
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THE INVENTORY — FLAT FILES
Flat File Case 1
Drawer 1-1 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque presented the Nevada Air National Guard, May 20, 1983.
Item 2. “Chuck Yeager,” desk sign.
Item 3. Framed laser picture.
Item 4. Plaque presented during visit to the 2. D+LW Aubstiff, Germany, April
9,1983.
Item 5. Plaque presented by the McDonnell Douglas Management Club, January
12,1987.
Drawer 1-2 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque presented by the 328th Fighter Wing, April 3,1984.
Item 2. Framed picture of Chuck Yeager and Mike Waterman, during dedication
of the “Flight Center,” May 2, 1984.
Item 3. Plaque of the President’s Award, Grass Valley Chamber of Commerce,
1981.
Drawer 1-3 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque presented by the 52nd Fighter Wing, March 11,1966.
Item 2. Framed newspaper clipping, “Northrup finds audience for Tigershark jet
on TV,” from Daily Breeze, December 6, 1984.
Item 3. Framed magazine advertisement, “GM has found the value of using a
car’s safety belts,” undated.
Drawer 1-4 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Framed certificate presented from the Kansas Air National Guard,
undated.
Item 2. Framed certificate as Honorary Member ofthe Non Commissioned









"Chuck Yeager," desk sign. 
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THE INVENTORY — FLAT FILES 
1970.
Item 3. Framed certificate as Life Member of the Fourth Tactical Fighter Wing,
May 22,1969.
Drawer 1-5 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque for Director and Life Time Member, Silver Dollar Club, undated.
Item 2. Plaque for Life Time Member, Silver Dollar Club, undated.
Item 3. Plaque for Trustee Award for National Championship Air Races, Reno,
Nevada, 1983.
Drawer 1-6 MEMORABILIA
Item I. Plaque presented by the Caddo Parish Commission, Caddo Parish.
Louisiana, 1987.
Item 2. Plaque presented as a salute to Chuck Yeager, Tigershark, undated.
Drawer 1-7 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque present for years of dedicated service, United States Air Force,
undated.
Drawer 1-8 MEMORABILIA
Item I . Boxed coin set n(24 coins) for the 23 Olympiad, Los Angeles, California,
1984.
Drawer 1-9 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Framed certificate presented by the Boston Museum of Science, 1985.
Item 2. Mounted inscribed color photograph of Fred Bear, 1986.
Drawer 1-10 MEMORABILIA
Item I . Plaque presented on induction into the International Space Hall of Fame,
October 3, 1981.
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THE INVENTORY — FLAT FILES
Fame, 1967.
Drawer 1-11 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Framed certificate for “The ‘Beautiful Lips’ Award,” Blistex, February
7,1986.
Item 2. Cloth banner, “Fuerza Aerea, Boliviana,” undated.
Drawer 1-12 MEMORABILIA
Item l. Plaque “in Appreciation,” Pacific Northwest Aviation Historical 
Foundation, undated.
Item 2. Plaque for the Kennedy Center Honors, 1983.
Item 3. Framed certificate designating “Chuck Yeager Ave.,” by the Baton
Rouge Metro Council and the Greater Baton Rouge Airport Authority, 
May 10, 1986.
Drawer 1-13 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Two brass plates, United States Embassy, Islamabad, Pakistan, undated.
Drawer 1-14 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Plaque presented at the International Bowl, Shreveport Budweiser and
the Anheuser Busch Parachute Team, December 19, 1987.
Drawer 1-15 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Wooden base of a disassembled award-trophy commemorating the silver
anniversary of the breaking of the sound barrier, presented by the Society 
of Experimental Test Pilots, September 30, 1972. (Brass sculpture and 
rock on middle shelf, wire storage rack).
Flat File Case 2
Drawer 2-1 MEMORABILIA
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THE INVENTORY— FLAT FILES
Item 1. Framed case with saber and scabbard, presented the United Air Force 
Association, May 30, 1975.
Drawer 2-3 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Framed copy of “Bell XS-1 Makes Supersonic Flight,” Aviation Week, 
December 22, 1947.
Drawer 2-4 MEMORABILIA
Item 1. Pin of Chuck Yeager, West Virginia Lions Club, 1989.
Item 2. Medallion presented by Societie Nationale de Constructions 
Aeronautiones Sud Ouest, November 22, 1955.
Item 3. Medallion presented “En hommage a Rene Leduc, 1893-1968.”
Item 4. Coin issued on the Huntington, West Virginia, Centennial, 1971.
Item 5. Medallion issued on the Inauguration of Dwight David Eisenhower as the 
President of the United States, January 20,1953.
Item 6. Coin issued on the silver anniversary of Langely Air Force Base, 1946- 
1971.
Item 7. Coin issued on the 25th anniversary of the first supersonic flight by the 
American Aviation Historical Society, 1972.
Item 8. Plague given appreciation by the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, October 23, 1974.
Item 9. Coin issued in commemoration of the “First Man to Fly Faster than 
Sound, 1947.”
Item 10. Coin, encased in plastic cube, on the Fiftieth Anniversary of Powered 
Flight and on the Thirtieth Anniversary of Conair.
Item 11. Coin of a Jimmy Doolittle Fellow, Aerospace education Foundation, 
imdated.
Item 12. Small plague on the Resolution of Congress, March 4,1909, to Orville
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THE INVENTORY — FLAT FILES 
Medallion with black ribbon of the David Bernard Foundation, undated.
Item 14. Plastic paperweight on the rollout of the F-15, June 26,1972, McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation.
Drawer 2-5 MEMORABILIA




Item I. Plaque with bell, presented by Aerospace Safety, March 1973- March 
1975.
Middle Shelf
Item 1. Brass sculpture and rock, part of a disassembled award-trophy 
commemorating the silver anniversary of the breaking of the sound 
barrier, presented by the Society of Experimental Test Pilots, September 
30,1972. (For wooden base, see Flat File Drawer 1-15 ).
Item 2. Award as guest speaker before the Aeronautical Systems Division, 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, undated. In presentation box.
Item 3. Plaque with replica of Da Vinci’s Omithroper, presented by the NASA 
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Cabinet 1 CLIFFORD B. HARMON TROPHY
Item 1. Harmon International Trophy; Citation of Honorable Mention, 1940-
1949.
Item 2. Photograph; President Dwight Eisenhower presenting the Harmon
Item 3.
International Trophy to Major Charles Yeager, 1954.
Harmon International Trophy; Framed Certificate, 1953 Aviator Award.
Cabinet 2. BELL X-1 FLIGHT REPORTS
Item 1. Art Brewster Cartoon (undated)
Item 2. Pilot’s Report, October 5, 1947
Item 3. Pilot’s Report, October 8, 1947 (2 pages)
Item 4. Pilot’s Report, October 10, 1947 (2 pages)
Item 5. Pilot’s Report, October 14, 1947
Item 6. Pilot’s Report, October 27, 1947
Item 7. Pilot’s Report, October 28, 1947
Item 8. Pilot’s Report, October 29, 1947
Item 9. Pilot’s Report, October 30, 1947
Cabinet 3. BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
Top Shelf 
Item 1. Photograph of CPT Charles Yeager with the Bell XS-l
Item 2. Photograph of Bell XS-l secured to B-29
Item 3. Photocopy, Headline of the Washington Daily News, June 11,194(?)
Center Shelf
Item 1. Signed menu and photograph, October 20, 1947, Celebratory Dinner at the
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 2. Photographs; Photo 1 -  CPT Yeager sitting in the XS-1 hatchway; Photo 2 -  
CPT Yeager and B-29 crew posing.
Item 3. Photograph -  Major Yeager and Larry Bell (Bell Aircraft) January 19, 1954.
Item 4. Facsimile of Pilot Report #9 (October 14, 1947) (2 pages)
Item 5. Plaque presented to BG Yeager by the NASA Flight Research Center.
Bottom Shelf
Item 1. Scrapbook with news clippings announcing supersonic flight.
Item 2. Scale model of the Bell X-1.
Display 4. AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACHIEVEMENT
Item 1. Plaque (wall mounted) presented by the American Academy of Achievement,
Item 2.
July 7, 1984.
Statue (on table) presented by the American Academy of Achievement, July 7, 
1984.
Cabinets. FASTEST MAN ALIVE 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Plaque; Air Force Association Distinguished Service Award presented to BG 
Yeager, December 1974.
Item 2. Newsweek magazine, February 22,1954 with MAJ Yeager’s photo on cover.
Center Shelf 
Item 1. Framed copy of Bell X-IA instrument readings for the Mach 2.44 flight on 
December 12, 1953.
Item 2. Brass plate with Bell X-1A silhouette made from the original canopy glass.
Item 3. Framed, original artwork by Boris Atrzbasheff. Illustration of Charles Yeager 
for Time magazine cover.
Item 4. Time magazine cover, April 18,1949 with Atrzbasheff illustration.
Bottom Shelf 
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 2. Matted parody cover (signed) of the 1949 Time magazine issue. Presented to BG 
Yeager in 1975 on the occasion of his retirement from the United States Air 
Force.
Cabinet 6. AVIATION HALL OF FAME 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Aviation Hail of Fame -  Framed award presented to BG Yeager on December 
14, 1973, BG Yeager’s likeness drawn by cartoonist Milton Caniff.
Center Shelf 
Item 1. Framed certificate; Aviation Hall of Fame Charter Member (Honorary), 
December 17, 1968.
Item 2. Framed certificate; Aviation Hail of Fame Charter Member (Life), December 
14,1973.
Item 3. Framed medallion; Aviation Hall of Fame, “For Outstanding Contributions to 
Aviation”, December 14, 1973.
Item 4. Membership card and lapel pin, Aviation Hall of Fame.
Bottom Shelf (Jacqueline Cochran materials)
Item 1. Gold medal from the Aviation Hall of Fame with likeness of Jacqueline Cochran.
Item 2. Silver medal from the Aviation Hall of Fame with likeness of Jacqueline 
Cochran.
Item 3. Bronze medal from the Aviation Hail of Fame with likeness of Jacqueline 
Cochran.
Item 4. Framed Certificate, Aviation Hall of Fame Charter Member (Life), presented to 




CHUCK AND GLENNIS YEAGER
Facsimile copy of the August 16, 1985 Sacramento interview with 
Glennis Yeager.
Bottom Shelf
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Photograph of General Chuck Yeager and Glen is Yeager.
THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 2. Plaque with gold nugget that was carried by the “Columbia” by Joe H. Engle.
Item 3. Certificate of authenticity for the LE-44 A-C spark, taken into space by Joe H. 
Engle.
Item 4. The LE-44 A-C spark plug used in P-51, the plane that Chuck Yeager flew 
during World War Two.
Cabinet 8. WEST VIRGINIA’S FAVORITE SON 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Certificate from the West Virginia Library Association in recognition of the 




Item 1. Plaque commemorating the dO"* Anniversary of BG Yeager’s flight and his 
contributions to Marshall University. Presented by the Marshall University 
Student Government Association.
Item 2. Plaque presented for “West Virginian of the Year” by the Sunday Gazette-Mail
(Charleston, WV), 1954.
Shelf 4 (Bottom)
Item 1. Sculpture on a wooden base; commemorating the 50"’ Anniversary of breaking
the sound Barrier (1997). Sculpture made of Monel Alloy K-500 by Inco Alloy 
International in Huntington, WV.
Cabinet 9. AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACHIEVEMENT
Item 1. Brian Blaine Reynolds Medal; American Academy of Achievement.
Item 2. Gathering of Eagles Medal; American Academy of Achievement.
Item 3. Golden Plate (Framed); American Academy of Achievement, June 29, 1974.
Cabinet 10. VARIOUS AWARDS
Item 1. Plaque; Southwest “Spirit of Kittyhawk” Award, presented to Charles Yeager, 
December 17, 1984.
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 3. Plaque; 2"*̂ Annual Western Aerospace Historical Symposium, in recognition of
BG Yeager’s achievements.
Item 4. Plaque; “Tuss” McLaughry Award, presented by the American Football Coaches
Association, 1987.
Cabinet 11. VARIOUS AWARDS 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Horatio Alger Award, 1986
Middle Shelf
Item 1. Portrait bust of Charles Yeager by West Virginia artist Jim Lykins.
Item 2. 1,832 caret Citrine Quartz stone presented by Michael Krychantowski of the
Brazilian Air Force.
Item 3. Indy Car World Series Ring, 1986.
Bottom Shelf
Item 1. Plaque presented by the U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce, 1954
Cabinet 12. ROBERT J. COLLIER TROPHY
Top Shelf
Item 1. Photograph of Captain Yeager, John Stack, and Lawrence Bell being
congratulated by President Harry Truman upon receiving the Collier Trophy.
Middle Shelf
Item 1. Plaque describing the 1948 achievements of the winners of the Collier Trophy.
Bottom Shelf
Item l. Miniature version of the Robert J. Collier Trophy presented to Charles E.
Yeager.
Cabinet 13. THE BELL X-1 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Original Pitot Static Tube ’from the Bell X-1.
Bottom Shelf
Item 1. Scale model of the Bell XS-1 presented by Lawrence Bell, Bell Aircraft.
Item 2. Inscribed portion of the Bell X-1 canopy glass.
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 1. Etched plaque with image of BG Yeager. Special Congressional Silver Medal.
Center Shelf 
Item 1. Special Congressional Silver Medal. Certificate presented by President Gerald 
Ford, December 8, 1976.
Pedestal Display 15. BUST OF CHARLES E. YEAGER
Cabinet 16. CHARLES E. YEAGER AUTOBIOGRAPHY, YEAGER 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Yeager First edition (1985).
Item 2. Framed dust cover of Yeager with New York Times bestseller list of July 21, 
1985.
Item 3. Yeager, Large print edition (1986).
Center Shelf 
Item 1. Yeager, publisher’s advance reading copy.
Item 2. Yeager, hard cover dust jacket, presentation copy firom Briggs and Stratton.
Bottom Shelf 
Item 1. Yeager, Japanese translation (2 copies)
Item 2. Yeager, Second paperback edition (1986) (2 copies)
Item 3. Yeager, Quality paperback edition (1985)
Item 4. Yeager, First paperback edition (1985) (2 copies)
Cabinet 17. MILITARY ARTIFACTS 
Top Shelf (Left)
Item 1. Original pencil sketch by Raymond Martens; Charles Yeager, 405*̂  Fighter
Wing.
Top Shelf (Right)
Item 1. Trophy; presented to LTC Chuck Yeager, SO* Fighter Bomber Wing, 2’'‘* Place
Center Shelf 
Item 1.
Overall, 1956 Fighter Weapons Meet.
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
Item 2. Desk name plate. Charles E. Yeager, BG, USAF.
Item 3. Fighter plane silhouette, 405*̂  Fighter Wing, presented by the officers to COL
Chuck Yeager.
Item 4. Trophy; 1956 USAFE Day Fighter/Fighter Bomber Competition, First Place -
Individual Overall.
Item 5. Trophy; 1956 USAFE Day Fighter/Fighter Bomber Competition, First Place -
Air to Air Combat.
Bottom Shelf
Item 1. Plaque; presented to BG Yeager from the Air Force Inspection and Safety
Center, 1973-1975.
Item 2. Plaque; presented to COL Yeager for Outstanding Service from the Air Force
Flight Test Center, 1961-1966.
Item 3. Plaque; from the officers of the 306* Tactical Fighter Squadron, 1958-1960.
Cabinet 18. OUTDOORS/WORLD WAR II 
Top Shelf (left)
Item 1. Fishing Map of Europe (F-86 Type)
Item 2. Copy of Yeager’s Press On.
Top Shelf (right)
Item 1. Facsimile copy (3 pages) of Charles Yeager’s report of being shot down in
France, May 21,1944.
Center Shelf (left)
Item 1. Photographs (7 items) of Chuck Yeager hunting, fishing, and trap shooting.
Center Shelf (right)
Item 1. Photographs (13 items) of WWII pilots and planes.
Item 2. Copy of Air Transport Authority “Ferry Pilot Notes” for the P-51 Mustang and
other aircraft.
Bottom Shelf (left)
Item 1. Photographs (2 items) of Chuck Yeager hunting.
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THE INVENTORY — DISPLAY CASES 
THE CHARLES “CHUCK” YEAGER ROOM
cover.
Cabinet 19. VARIOUS AWARDS AND PLAQUES 
Top Shelf
Item 1. Plaque presented by the Pakistan Air Force, 1976.
Item 2. Plaque presented by the Arnold Society Air Cadets, 1948.
Item 3. Plaque presented by the Air Force Association (Pasadena Area Squadron), 1957.
Item 4. Plaque presented by USAF Lockheed Jets, 1954.
Center Shelf 
Item I. Plaque presented by the Aerospace Research Pilot School, 1965.
Item 2. Plaque presented by the Republic of Korea Air Force, 1968.
Item 3. Plaque (signed on margins) presented by the USAF Research Pilot School, 1962- 
1966.
Item 4. Plaque presented by the Combat Pilots Association, 1975.
Bottom Shelf
Item 1. Plaque presented by the Tactical Fighter Training Squadron, 1986.
Item 2. Plaque presented by Class 79B, USAF Test Pilots School.
Item 3 Plaque presented by Lockheed Aircraft “Skunk Works”, 1983
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Accession 0234: Scrapbook and Clippings compiled by Susie Mae (Sizemore) Yeager
 Folder 1 Charles Yeager – Biographical Sketch
 Folder 2 Charles Yeager – Photographs 1978
 Folder 3 Citation for Honorary Degree, Marshall University, 1969
 Folder 4 Mrs. A. H. Yeager Scrapbook on her son, Charles Yeager
 Folder 5 Charles Yeager – 1940s
 Folder 6 Charles Yeager – 1950s
 Folder 7 Charles Yeager – 1960s
 Folder 8 Charles Yeager – 1970s
 Folder 9 Photographs
 Folder 10 Mrs. A. H. Yeager – Loose Clippings in her scrapbook on Charles Yeager
              
 Folder 11 Mrs. A. H. Yeager – Loose Clippings in her scrapbook on Charles Yeager 
 Folder 12 Newspaper clippings from other sources
 Folder 13 Magazine articles from other sources
 Folder 14 Transparencies of text on plaques in Yeager Room 
 Volume  “Q and A, Stevens / Yeager”, edited by Yeager, containing transcripts of 
conversations with Yeager on various topics, including his receipt of the Congressional Medal of 
Honor, youth in WV and general life,  Edwards AFB period, bailouts made, and comments on the 
Indian/Pakistan War
Yeager Collection
“Advice. Adventure, and Reason” by Victor E. Haas
“Air Force Spoken Here” by James Parton (PB) Adler 8c Adler
“Come To Order!” by Emma M. Wines and Maijory W. Card The Odyssey Press New York
“Doc Flighty* by Lt. Col. Joseph P. Tracy and Col. John A. Norcross 1965 Aero Publishers, Inc. 
329 Aviation Road Fallbrook, California
‘There I was.. .Flat On Mv Back” by Bob Stevens Aero Publishers, Inc.
.. .The Heavens and the Earth by Walter A. McDougall Basic Books, Inc. New York
1973 Banquet of the Golden Plate
1979 Banquet of the Golden Plate
1982 Banquet of the Golden Plate
1983 Banquet of the Golden Plate
1984 Banquet of the Golden Plate
1985 Banquet of the Golden Plate
55 Wavs to the Wilderness in Southcentral Alaska by Helen Nienhuesser and Nancy Simmerman 
The Mountaineers and Mountaineering Club of Alaska
55 Wavs to the Wilderness in Southcentral Alaska by Helen Nienhuesser and Nancy Simmerman 
The Mountaineers and Mountaineering Club of Alaska
A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur’s Court by Mark Twain (PB) A Signet Classic The New
American Library
A Death In the Family by James Agee (PB) Avon Book Division New York
A Few Great Captains by DeWitt S. Copp Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City, New York
A Few Great Captians by DeWitt S. Copp The Air Force Historical Foundation Doubleday & 
Company, Inc. Garden City, New York
A Field Guide to Western Birds by Rogertory Peterson Houghton Mifflin Company Boston
A Flying Tiger*s Diarv by Charles R. Bond, Jr. and Terry Anderson Texas A&M University 
Press College Station
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A Guide to Taxila by Sir John Marshall Cambridge At the University Press 1960
A History of Edwards Flight Research Centers and of Its Experimental Flight Programs by James 
P. Cattani
A History of Man’s Progress from 1830 to the Present copyright 1978 by Harold Warp The 
Harold Warp Pioneer Village
A History of the United States Air Force by Alfred Goldberg Amo Press New York 1974
A House At Sunset by Norah Lofts (PB) An Avon Book
A House in Peking by Robert Payne (PB) Popular Library New York
A Manual of Simple Nursing Procedures by Mary J. Leake, M.S., R.N. W.B. Saunders Company
A Moon Base/Mars Base Transportation Depot edited by Serene Rein Los Alamos Los Alamos 
National Laboratory
A Perfect Spy by John Le Carre Alfred A. Knope New York 1986
A Shade of Difference by Allen Drury (PB) A Giant Cardinal Edition Pocket Books, Inc. New 
York
A Shot History of Aviation by Keith Woodmansee (PB) Aero Publishers, Inc. Fallbrook,
California
A Sporting Chance by Daniel P. Mannix E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc. New York 1967
A Streetcar Named Desire by Tennesse Williams (PB) A Signet Book The New American 
Library
A Summer Place by Sloan Wilson (PB) Pocket Books, Inc. New York
A Trip On The Rine: The Rine and its beauty spots Shipping and World Traffic Publications Ltd. 
Basle (paperback)
Aces High by Alan Clark (PB) Ballantine Books New York 
Across The High Frontier Bengali translation by William R. Lundgren
Across the High Frontier by William R. Lundgren (PB) Bantam Books Toronto -  New York -
London -  Sydney -  Auckland
Across the High Frontier by William R. Lundgren Foreword by J.H. Doolittle William Morrow 
& Company, Inc. New York 1955

























Advanced Soaring edited by John Joss (PB) The Soaring Press
Adventures in Reading by Jacob M. Ross, Blanche Jennings Thompson, Evan Lodge Harcourt, 
Brace and Company New York Chicago
Aeroplane scrap book No. 3 compiled by D.D. Hatfield (PB) Northrop University
Aeroplane scrap book No.l compiled by D.D. Hatfield Northrop University
AIAA-81-2475 A Review of Flight-to-Wind Tunnel Drag Correlation by E.J. Saltzman and T.G.
Ayers NASA Dryden Flight Research Center Edwards, California
Air America by Christopher Robbins (PB) Avon
Air Force Combat Units of World War II edited by Maurer Maurer Office of Air Force History
Washington, D.C. 1983
Air Force Combat Wings Lineage and Honors Histories 1947-1977 by Charles A. Ravenstein
Office of Air Force History United States Air Force Washington, D.C., 
1984
Air Force Flight Test Center Air Research and Development Command Edwards Air Force Base
California 1954
Air Force Occupational Safety and Health Programs for 1972 fPB^
Aircraft of the Roval Australian Air Force
Aircraft To-Day edited by John W.R. Taylor London Jan Allan Ltd
Airlines of North America by Robert Shives and William Thompson Crestline Publishing
Alaska Bear Tales by Larry Kaniut Alaska Northwest Publishing Company Anchorage, Alaska
Alaska’s Back Trails: Hiking and Canoe A collection by Marilyn Carter
Alfi-ed Hitchcock Presents Stories They Wouldn’t Let Me Do On TV edited by Alfred Hitchcock 
Simon and Schuster New York 1957
All About the Atom by Ira M. Freeman Illustrated by George Wilde Random House -  New 
York
All About the Human Body by Bernard Glemser Illustrated by Felix Traugott Random House -  
New York
All The Day Long by Howard Spring (PB) Popular Library -  New York 
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American Red Cross Home Nursing Textbook prepared by Nursing Services, American Red 
Cross Seventh Edition 1963 Doubleday & Company, Inc. New York (paperback)
An Advanced English Grammar by George Lyman Kittredge and Frank Edgar Farley Ginn And 
Company Boston- New York- Chicago- Atlanta- Dallas- Palo Alto- Toronto
Anatomy of an Illness by Norman Cousins Bantam Books Toronto- New York- London- Sydney
Ancient Art of Middle America Selections from the Jay C. Leff Collection (paperback)
And More bv Andy Rooney by Andrew A. Rooney Atheneum New York 1982
Andersonville by MacKinlay Kantor (PB) A Signet Book The New American Library
Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy International Collectors Library American Headquarters Garden 
City, New York
Anne Bolevn by Evelyn Anthony Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York
Anne Frank the Diary of a Young Girl translated from the Dutch by B.M. Mooyaart-Doubleday 
with an introduction by Eleanor Roosevelt Garden City, New York Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Anthony Adverse by Hervey Allen (PB) A Bantam Book -  New York
Anti-Satellite Weapons Countermeasures, and Arms Control (PB) Congress of the United States
Office of Technology Assessment Washington, D.C.
Anti-Satellite Weapons Countermeasures, and Arms Control (PB) Congress of the United States
Office of Technology Assessment Washington, D.C.
Aound the U.S.A. in l.QOO Pictures edited by A. Milton Runyon and Vilma F. Bergane Nelson 
Doubleday, Inc. Garden City, N.Y.
Appollo by Martin Hogan
Arctic Dreams by Barry Lopez Charles Scribner’s Sons New York
Are the Stars Out Tonight? The Story of the Famous Ambassador and Cocoanut Grove 
“Hollywood’s Hotel” by Margaret Tante Burk Round Table West Los, Angeles, California
Arizona Highways January 1986
Army Air Force Lyrics by J.K. Havener (PB) Aero Publishers, Inc.
Around the World in 1.000 Pictures Edited by A. Milton Runyon and Vilma F. Bergane 
Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City, N.Y.


























y ' (PB)  
Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 1980*s CPB') National Academy Press Washington, D.C.
1982
Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand (PB) A Signet Book Published by The New American Library 
Ayiation Quarterly Volume Seyen Number Three Published by Harmon K. Jensen 
Ayiation Safety
Avro Arrow by The Arrowheads The Boston Mills Press 1980
Away From Home by Rona Jaffe (PB) Crest Giant Fawcett Publications, Inc.
B.F.*s Daughter by John P. Marquand (PB) Bantam Books New York
Bailout by Don Dwiggins Crowell-Collier Press Collier-Macmillan Limited, London
Ballistic Missile Defense Technologies Congress of the United States Office of Technology
Assessment Washington, D.C.
Ballistic Missile Defense Technologies Congress of the United States Office of Technology
Assessment Washington, D.C.
Bat-21 by William C. Anderson Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Bat-21 by William C. Anderson Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Battle Cry by Leon M. Uris (PB) Bantam Books New York
Bax Seat by Gordon Baxter Ziff-Dayis Flying Books New York
Be My Guest by Conrad Hilton (PB)
Beau Geste by Perciyal Christopher Wren Grosset & Dunlap Publishers New York
Before You Marry in the Service by Frederick W. Brink, Chaplain, U.S.N. 1955 revised 1964 
and 1966 (Paperback)
Belli Looks at Life and Law in Russia by Melvin M. Belli and Danny R. Jones The Bobbs- 
Merrill Company Inc. Indianapolis New York
Below the Salt by Thomas B. Costain Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City, New York 
1957
Berlitz German For Travelers by the editorial staff of Berlitz Publications, Inc. Grosset 
&Dunlap- Publishers- New York (paperback)
Best Loved American Folk Songs collected, adapted and arranged by John A. Lomax & Alan 



























Beyond This Place by A.J, Cronin Little, Brown and Company Boston 
Bible Handbook by Henry H. Halley Chicago 90, Illinois
Bicycles Up Kilimanjaro by Nicholas Crane & Richard Crane The Oxford Illustrated Press
Billion Dollar Battle by Harold Mansfield Dayid Mckay Company, Inc. New York
Bioastronautics and the Exploration of Space edited by Theodore C. Bedwell and Prof. Hubertus
Strughold
Biology Made Simple by Ethel R. Hanauer, M. A. Made Simple Books, Inc. Garden City Books 
Garden City, New York (paperback)
Birth Control by Ernest Hayemann and The Editors of LIFE (paperback)
Bless This House by Norah Lofts (PB) Pocket Books, Inc. New York
Blind Trust by John J. Nance (PB) William Morrow and Company, Inc. New York
Bomber Crew 369 by William C. Anderson (PB) Bantam Books Toronto -  New York -  London 
- Sydney -  Auckland
Bom to Win: A Lifelong Struggle to Capture the America’s Cup by John Bertrand As Told to 
Patrick Robinson Bantan Books Toronto- New York- London- Sydney- Auckland
Brothers of the Grape by Arnold Michael Scriyener & Co. 1971 (paperback)
But Not For Loye by Edwin Shrake (PB) An Ayon Book
Butterfield 8 by John O’Hara (PB) Bantam Books New York
By Loye Possessed by James Gould Cozzens (PB) Crest Giant Fawcett Publications, Inc. 
California in the 20’s
California School Health Volume 6 October 1971
California Street by Niyen Busch Simon and Schuster New York
California: A Study of American Character by Josiah Royce Introduction by Robert Glass 
Cleland 1948 New York Alfred A. Knope
Came A Cayalier by Frances Parkinson Keyes (PB) Crest Book



























Captain Matthew Arbuckle by Joseph C. Jefferds, Jr. Education Foundation, Inc. Charleston, 
West Virginia 1981
Caravans by James A. Michener (PB) Bantam Books Toronto -  New York -  London 
Carnival Under the Sea by Rene L.A. CATALA Edited by R. Sicard 30, rue Joubert -  Paris
Castles by Alan Lee Written by David Day Designed and Edited by David Larkin Bantam Books 
Toronto -  New York -  London -  Sydney -  Aukland
Castles In the Redgion of East Bohemia Czechoslovakia
Castles on the Rhine by Dr Walther Ottendorf-Simrock Published by Wilhelm Stollfuss Bonn 
(paperback)
Ceiling Unlimited by Lloyd Morris and Kendall Smith The Macmillan Company New York 
Celia Garth by Gwen Bristow Thomas Y. Crowell Company New York established 1834 
Chickenhawk by Robert Mason The Viking Press New York 
Chile by Fotos Jacques Cori
Choosing Tomorrow's Growth Stocks Today by John W. Hazard 1968 Doubleday & Company, 
Inc. Garden City, New York
Collected Works of Theodore Von Karman 1902-1913 
Collected Works of Theodore Von Karman 1914-1932 
Collected Works of Theodore Von Karman 1933-1939 
Collected Works of Theodore Von Karman 1940-1951 
Collected Works of Theodore Von Karman 1952-1963
College Spelling Studies by Charles G. Reigner, Ed. D. The H. M. Rowe Company Baltimore -
Chicago
Combat Living Clothing by C.G. Sweeting Smithsonian Institution Press Washington, D.C. 1984 
Combat Report by Bill Lambert DFC William Kimber: London
Come North With Me: An Autobiography by Bemt Balchen E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New York 
Coming Into The Country by John McPhee Farrar, Straus and Giroux New York




















Complete Field Guide to American Wildlife by Henry Hill Collins, Jr. Harper & Brothers, New 
York
Conception. Birth and Contraception by Robert J. Demarest and John J. Sciarra McGraw-Hill 
Book Company New York -  St. Louis -  San Francisco -  Toronto
Condensed Analysis of the Ninth Air Force in the European Theater of Operations United States 
Air Force Washington, D.C., 1984
Congressional Record Vol. 121 No. 153 (PB)
Congressional Record Volume 131 No. 89
Conquest by John Robinson and Joe Jares Santa Monica, California London, England
Conquest of Mexico by William H. Prescott International Collectors Library American 
Headquarters Garden City, New York
Consuelo by George Sand (PB) A Premier World Classic Fawcett Publications, Inc.
ConvairB-58 by Jay Miller Aerofax Inc. Arlington, Texas
Corvette: Past-Present-Future by the editors of Consumer Guide
Creative Home Decorating by Hazel Kory Rockow and Julius Rockow The Homemakers Guild, 
Publishers New York 7, N.Y.
Crescent Carnival by Frances Parkinson Keyes (PB) Crest Book Fawcett Publications, Inc., 
Greenwich, Conn.
Crime of Passion by Leo Janos G.P. Putnam’s Sons New York
Cucto Cook Book by Margaret Mitchell Wear-ever Aluminum, Inc. New Kensington, 
Pennsylvania
Cushing’s Manual of Parliamentary Practice by Luther S. Cushing I. & M. Ottenheimer 
Baltimore Maryland
Dave Russell: An Autobiography Mv Path & Mv Detours Franklin Watts, Inc. New York- 
London- Toronto- Sydney 1985
Dead Aim by Lee Echols San Diego, California
Dead Aim by Lee Echols San Diego, California
Decisions for Successful Living by Harold B. Lee Deseret Book Company Salt Lake City, Utah 
1973
Defending the West by Winston S. Churchill Arlington House/Publishers Westport, Connecticut
























Deliverance by James Dickey Houghton Mifflin Company Boston 
Despatches from the Heart edited by Annette Tapert Hamish Hamilton
Destination: Tokyo by Stan Cohen Pictorial Histories Publishing Company Missoula Montana 
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The United States Air Force in Korea 1950-1953 by Robert F. Futrell Revised edition Office of 
Air Force History United States Air Force Washington, D.C., 1983
The United States Air Force in Southeast Asia, 1961-1973: An Illustrated Account edited by Carl 
Berger United States Air Force Washington, D.C. 1984
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The Vanishing Jungle by Guy Mountfort illustrated by Eric Hosking Collins St Jame’s Place 
London 1969
The Velvet Doublet by James Street Garden City, New York Doubleday & Company, Inc.
The Virtue of Selfishness by Ayn Rand (PB) A Signet Book The New American Library
The Walsingham Woman by Jan Westcott (PB) A Giant Cardinal Edition Pocket Books, Inc. 
New York
The Wav of All Flesh by Samuel Butler International Collectors Library American Headquarters 
Garden City, New York
The Wind and the Rain: An Anthology of Poems for Young People Edited and with an 
Introduction by John Hollander and Harold Bloom Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City 
New York
The Winds of War Herman Wouk Boston Toronto Little, Brown and Company
The Wine and the Music by William E. Barrett Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City, New 
York
The Winston Affair by Howard Fast (PB) Bantam Books New York
The Winter of Our Discontent by John Steinbeck (PB) Bantam Books New York
The Woman in the Sea by Shelley Smith New York: Harper & Brother, Publishers
The Wonder of Life by Milton I. Levine, M.D. and Jean H. Seligmann Simon and Schuster New 
York 1952
The Wonderful Women in Their Flying Machines by Sally Van Wagenen Keil Rawson, Wade 
Publishers, Inc. New York
The Word by Irving Wallace (PB) Pocket Books New York
The World Is Not Enough by Zoe Oldenbourg Pantheon Books
The World of Suzie Wong by Richard Mason (PB) A Signet Book The New American Library
The Wright Brothers edited by Richard P. Hallion Smithsonian Institution Press Washington
City 1978
The Yoxford Bovs by Merle C. Olmsted (PB) Aero Publishers, Inc.
There Will Be Time by Poul Anderson Nelson Doubleday, Inc. Garden City, New York 

























They Dare to Speak Out bv Paul Findley Lawrence Hill & Company Westport, Connecticut 
They Flew the Bendix Race by Don Dwiggins
This Side of Innocence by Taylor Caldwell (PB) Popular Library New York
Through the Fish’s Eye by Mark Sosin and John Clark Outdoor Life Harper & Row New York, 
Eyanston, San Francisco, London
Thunderbolt by Maryin Bledsoe Van Nostrand Reinhold Company New York -  Cincinnati -  
Toronto -  London -  Melbourne
To Hell With Hunting by Ed Zem Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. New York
To the Limit of Their Endurance by Lt. Col. Lynn Famol (PB)
Tokens From the Writings of Bahaullah selected and illustrated by Jay and Constance Conrader 
BahaT Publishing Trust Wilmette, Illinois
Too Many by Georg Borgstrom The Macmillan Company/ New York, New York Collier- 
Macmillan Ltd./ London
Topaz by Leon Uris fPB  ̂Bantam Books Toronto New York London
Total Patient Care Foundations and Practice by Dorothy F. Johnston The C.V. Mosby Company 
Saint Louis 1964
Tough Trip Through Paradise 1878-1879 by Andrew Garcia Houghton Mifflin Company Boston
Trapshooting with D. Lee Braun and the Remington Pros edited by Robert Campbell A 
Benjamin Company/ Rutledge Book
Trayels with Charley by John Steinbeck (PB) Bantam Books New York
Tributes to Home by 100 People You Know Reproduced from Perfect Home Magazine Stamats 
Publishing Company Cedar Rapids, Iowa (paperback)
Turning Point edited by Philip Dunaway and George de Kay Random House New York
Two Years Before the Mast by Richard Henry Dana, Jr. International Collectors Library 
American Headqaurters Garden City, New York
Ultralight Aircraft by Michael A. Markowski Ultralight Publications Hummelstown, PA 
Ultralight Aircraft by Michael A Markowski Ultralight Publications 
Unknown Omen by Wendell Phillips Dayid McKay Company, Inc. New York 
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Upset: Australia Wins the America’s Cup by Michael Levitt & Barbara Lloyd Anautical 
Quarterly Book Workman Publishing, New York (paperback)
USAF Test Pilot School 1944-1979
Using Your Mind Effectively by James L. Mursell New York Toronto London McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc. 1951
Valiev of the Dolls by Jacqueline Susann (PB)
Bantam Books Toronto -  New York -  London
Vandenberg Launch and Landing Site produced by the 6595‘̂  Shuttle Test Group/RMS
Verden Far Vinger by Jon Tvedte Prent Forlag Oslo 1948
Victory by Joseph Conrad International Collectors Library American Headqaurters Garden City, 
New York
Villette by Charlotte Bronte (PB) A Laurel Edition
Wake of the Red Witch by Garland Roark (PB) Popular Library New York
Wallis and Edward Letters 1931-1937: The Intimate Correspondence of the Duke and Duchess 
of Windsor edited by Michael Bloch Summit Books- New York
Wanderers Eastward. Wanderers West by Kathleen Winsor (PB) A Signet Book The New
American Library
Water. Prey, and Game Birds of North America by Alexander Wetmore National Geographic 
Society, Washington, D.C.
When Hollywood Ruled the Skies by Bruce W. Orriss 
When Men and Mountains Meet (paperback)
When The Buffalo Fight bv David Alexander Bantam Books Toronto New York London 
Sydney Aukland
Where Love Has Gone by Harold Robbins (PB) A Giant Cardinal Edition Pocket Books, Inc. 
New York
Whittaker’s Wife by Harry Bloom (PB) Ballantine Books New York
Who Shall Live Man’s Control over Birth and Death Hill and Wang New York
Wickford Point by Johm P. Marquand (PB) Bantam Books New York
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Windsong: An Aviation Salute A Night of Exploration -  The Waldorf-Astoria -  December
10,1968
Winged Wonders by E.T. Wooldridge Smithsonian Institution Press Washington, D.C. 1983 
Winning on the Wind by George B. Moffat, Jr. The Soaring Press
With Lawrence In Arabia by Lowell Thomas P.F. Collier & Son Corporation, New York D. 
Appleton-Century Co., Inc. New York
Word Of Honor by Nelson DeMille Warner Books A Warner Communications Company 
Wright Brothers Banquet December 13, 1985
Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte International Collectors Library American Headquarters 
Garden City, New York
Years of Grace by Margaret Ayer Barnes (PB) Avon Book Division
Your Body Clock by Hubertus Strughold Foreword by Charles H. Roadman Charles Scribner’s 
Sons/ New York
Your Premature Infant CPB̂
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